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A. C. .UOL"ND,

Joint Meeting with the Institute of Transport
llEL1> Al'

The Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Monday, 14th March, 1932.
The Presi dent of the Tnst.itutc of 'J'ransport
(Mr. FRAXK PICK) in the Chair.

(From the April 1932 Journal of the Institute

~l Transp ort)

After some introductory rem,uks (see page 102) th e Chwrman
called upon :.Vlr.A. F. Bound to read his paper.

Railway Colour Light Signalling in Relation
to Manual Block and Multiple Aspect Signals.
By A. F. BOUND (Past President ).

(Diagrams-Inset Sheets Nos. l-6).

One of the most pressi ng needs in the mod ern sign alling
world appears to be some greate r co-ordination in the development
of colour light signals and the variou s aspects fo1111edby th em,
so that the indicati nns may be th e same whenever and wherever
they arc met.
A striking feature of American railways noted dnring a recent
visit, was th e extraord inary development in the use of such
signals. Practically the whole of these arc installed on the
multiple-aspect principle, and not, as some railways ar e usin g
them in this count ry, in substitution of the aspects conveyed
by ordinary con trolled manual semaphores , which are. at variance
with multiple aspects and will und oubtedly lead to conf u,sion
if the practice is allowed to extend.
In the l;rnted States, the arrangement of asp ects is b y no
means urnform and, attached as a1 1 app endix A . will b e found
diagrams rep resent ative of the be st American signalling develop ment.
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The chief features which emerge arc :
(a) the use of marker lights,
(b) the arrangement of aspects so as to convey " speed "
signalling.
(c) the almost universal use of "approach " lighting in
automatic territory,
The study given to colour light signals am! signalJing over
the past decade has resulted in the production of highly efftcient
units, both from the point of view of luminous intensity from
a small wattage and also from that of dist inctive hues.
A recent development which is sweeping through America
is the re-designed "searchlight"
or S.A. signal. This embodies
the use of a vane or miniature spectacle carrying the three colours,
red, green, and yellow, inside the body of the signal, opera.ting
on the p rinciple of a polarised relay, the hue being given hy the
in t erposition of the required colour screen near the focal point
of the lens combination ; this arrangement absolutely prevents
any possibility of a false pbantom ind ication by extraneous
light, and permits the use of a re!1cctor system whereby a beam
c.p. up to 50,00() can be obtained.
There is no doubt that the colour light sih'llal is th e signal
of the fnture and will gradually supersede the semaphore.
Experience has alrea dy demonstrated that given proper siting
with the lamp(s) abou t level with the driver's eye, fogging
difficulties will largely he overcome, and, further, the advent
of the searchlight sii:,,nalcapable of giving a high c.p. beam with
a current consumption as low as 3 watts, uscri in combination
with " approach " lighting, makes p ossible their individual
use by battery operation where power supplies would at present
be available only at prohibitive cost.
It therefore becomes n1orc thru1 ever necessary to re\>iew the
whole situation and study the application of colour light signals
and consequent aspects, in relation to the various types of
signalling in use to-day, and the purpose of this pap<'r is to do
th is and to suggest the lines along whi ch colour light signalling
should be develop ed in this counlry.
In doing ihis one impo rtant proviso must be borne in mind,
namely, quoting :\fr. Rudd of the Pennsylvania Railroad:" That a given signal aspect mtLst transmit the same information
at all times, at all places and under all conditions, so that a
driver will know instantly what it means an<l whe ther or not
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it is properly displayed."
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With the introduction of a new form
of signalli ng, uniformity of aspects should be made fundamental
and any deviation therefrom should carefully be avoided.
In order to see how matters stand and where they are leading,
a brief historical survey is desirable.
Ten years ago, apart frmn the " tuhe " railways, the only
colour light signalling in use was that on the Liverpool Overhead
Railway.
The only examples of multiple aspect signalling were threeposition upper quadrant semaphore installations on the:G.W.R., - Ealing and Shepherds Bush Rai lway.
G.C.R.,-Keadhy
Bridge---8 si1,,naJs.
G.N .R.,-King's Cross-:-1 signals.
S.E. & C.R.,-Vic t oria Station, London.
In none ot these was there any special feature beyond the
three-aspect principle where by each signal was a repeater of the
one next ahead and, as the one installation only was in use
on each company's railway, there was no risk of confusion with
the ordinary signalling.
The first three-aspect colour light installation was put in
un the Great Central Hailway in 1923 between Marylebone and
N casdcn j1L,tprior to the opening of the British Empire Exhibition.
Since that date progress has been fairly rapid, especially on the
Southern and Metropolitan Railways (the former using this type
throughout its suburban electrific ation), lou r aspects b eing
introduced [or the first time in this country, based on the
recommendation of the Committee set up by the Institution of
Railway Signal Engineers in 1922, whose rep ort was issued
in 1924.
Another recent installation of four-aspect colour .light
signalling was that installed by the London Midland and Scottish
Railway at Manchester in 1928.
Numerous other examples are in course of installation or h:i.ve
recently bee n completed on the four grouped companies as well
as on the Metropolitan Railway ; colour light signalling may
therefore be regarded as accepted practice in thi,; country and
well beyond the experimental stage.
Coincident with the above innorntions , a number of railways
·started using col.our light signals in substitu tion for semaphores,
in isolated cases where bad sighting facilities and difficulties in
fixing made such signals preferable to th e usual oil-lighted
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semaphore, and in doing this the light aspects of the displaced
semaphores were usually perpetuated.
Reference h as been made to the report of the Committee on
Three-position Signalling set up by the Institution of Railway
Signal Engineers, ol which Committee I had the honour to be
Chairman. It would be seen hy the brief historical reference
already made, that in the period 1922/24, during which the
report was under consideration, there was very little actual
experience to guide the members of the Committee. \Vhilst
the report fulfilled a very useful purpose at the time, formulating
a definite pronouncement on a subject about which very hazy
notions were then generally prevalent, the time has now arrived

to review the whole subject, and recast ideas in view of the
experience gained an d the progress made in the design and
applica tion of colour light signals, both in this country and in
America.
What is the problem ? It is the application of colour light
signals to
(fl) Manu al block signalling using
(i) electric lamps in lieu of oil lamps,
(ii) colour light units, electrically controllecl.
(b) Two-aspect signalling (atitomatic).
(c) Three-aspect signalling (automatic or controlled).
(d) Four-aspect signalling (automatic or controlled).
(e) Any further extension that may be found necessary .
For the purpose of this paper the term manual block signalling
is intended t~
to sig;,als of t~semaphore
!YPe, bghted
oil or gas, and . manua~\Y. work~d hy mecha11ical mc!'ns iri_a
sys!'.'rn of op~ration whereby the space_interval is made effec_tive
by block telelf'"aph illstruments operatin1; be~ween adjacent
signal cabins:
In dealing wit h this subject it is pro posed to take as a basis
the report of the Committee already referrer! to ; anrl to set

;:;;icr:

by

out the pros and cons of the various rccon1mendations.

The terms of reference to that Committee are attac hed to
this paper as Appcnrlix B.
The report establish ed a distinction betw een the terms
" aspect" and "position," and this should be standard nomenclature for the future, any system involving more than the two
aspects l{ and G being referred to as" multiple aspect signalling."
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The message conveyed by a given aspect was also designated
as the (' indication ," ·i.e., any signal displaying the "caution "
indication, and this wor d also should be standardised for the
future in this connection.
The Committee laid down that the in dications to be given
hy a three-a.sped system should be :
Red light-Stop.
Yellow light-· .caut ion-be prepared to stop at next signal.
Green light-Proceed, all right.
Experience has shown that these colours and interpretations
can be accepted as the values on which a colour light system
~houlrl be based to meet general conditions. now th at the yellow
light is the standard " on " colour for distant signals, subject
to certai n comments in the case of green
referred to later ,
The following very important reference was made:

a.-

,i The point a.rises whether lhree- as~ d sig nalling is to be regarded
as a system for t he saving of c ert ain arms a.nd Jights and developed
as such, or should it be regarJ.e<l as a 15y:;tem t he ma.in fnnctinn of
which is to facilitate traffic working. Your Committe e is of t he opinion
that the latter is the only \.icw to he taken, the forme r being a subordinate consideration which should onlr b~ taken into account
providing clearness of aspect is not t hereby 1>a
crificed."
Unfortunately, from w:U1t of experience, the Committee
failed to look far enough ahead properly to givc effect to this
opinion.
A fourth aspect which they recommended and wlrich has been
adopted widely was :Attention-run
at medium speed ,
to be given by the aspect Y/Y.
This is acceptable so far as the aspect is concerned, but the
interpretation " run at medium speed " requires further consideration.
Having provisionally accepted these lour basic indications,
it is proposer! to consider first their application under the headings
A to D already referred to and for this purpose " green " and its
interpretation will be taken first.
The Committee gave t his as" proceed-·-all right."
1n a multiple -a.spect system, including as it does a yellow
cautionary aspect. the indica,t ion implied by the green light is
that the next signal ahead is " off," disp laying either a" proceed "
or a "cautionary"
aspect, and a .driver is there by encouraged
to run at speed, confident that he will subsequently encounter
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a "cautionary"
signal placed sulftcicntly far out from any
" stop " signal to enable him to pull up easily and confidently
at whatever speed he may be t ravelling. This is commendable
and should be in nu way impaired.
When colour lights are applied to manual semaphore signalling
the following problem has to be faced :-

In a distant signal, green means "proceed-all right " and
tells a driver that nut only the next signal is " off " but that
often several other successive signals (including the st arter .
if prnvided ), arc "off " so that virtually it means " line clear
to clearance point of next cabin in advance!'
When the home signal is considered, it is fom1d that green
has two meanings.
If the distant signal is passe d in the " off " position , green
in the home signal confirms the indication conveyed by the
former. If, however, the distant signal is passed at danger, then
by rule 42 the danger signal must also be exhibited at the home
signal 1rntil t;reen is shown undor the provisions of rule 40 (a).
Shou ld the starting sir:nal still be at danger, th e meaning is
entirely different, the indication being " proceed at slow speed,
prepared to stop at next signal. "
At the home signal there is sometimes found yet a third
interpretation of green, although it is only given under a red,
forming the combi nation l{/G. This refers to the calling-on
signal, the indication of which is (a) that the line between the
signal and the next stop signal (or bulfer stop, when there is.
110 stop signal in advance) is occupied, or , (b) that the driver
is requi red to stop for instructions at the signal box ahead.

Taking the starting signal, again there are two conditio ns
attached to the green aspect-(a)
proceed under full line clear
acceptance, (b) proceed under rule ,; acceptance. The relative
rule governing this is 45 (c).
It will thus be seen that wit h manual block signalling there
arc no less that five different indications given by a green light
aspect. Whilst to-day no confusion exists between the indications
convcyccl in multiple-aspect colour light and manual block
signalling due to the comparative inferiority of the oil-lamps
used in the latter signals, it is easy to appreciate that with a
levelling up of the lighting, by substituting colour light signals.
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in lieu of semaphore signals and retaining the aspects of the
latter. confusion would ari.se in t he event of any considerable
extension of the two systems.
A IIllSleading sequence which woul d be possible is shown by
diagram 1, appendix E, in which the top line represents correct
multiple-aspect practice, and the bottom, the possibilities ot: the
application of colour light signals to man ual semaphore signalling
(third line) .
As previously explained, rules 42 and 40 (a) should obvia tc
this contingency but cases frequently occnr where they are not

carried out.

In fact, certain raihvays in busy suburban areas

give defini t e exemption for trains stopping at stations, to facilitate
working into the platforms, while ot hers put up wit h the inconvenience and delay.
Turning now ta the simplest form of colour light signalling,
each signal displays two aspects, viz., stop- proceed, and the refore
the green or " proceed n a,spcct can only 1nean " proceed, line
clear to next sign al."
As a driver is given no indication, beyond that afforded by
his vision, whether the next signal is " on " or " off," it is obvious
that speed can be maintain ed only if he can see the next signal
ahe ad, at least at braking distance from it. TI1erefore, to meet
conditions in foggy weather when visibility is low, it becom es
necessary to reinfo rce such a syste1n, when used on surface lines,

with " fog repeaters " placed at braking distance from each
" stop " si1c,'l
1al.
As such fog repeaters can be r egarded as in substit ut ion of
the ca11tionary aspect of a th ree-aspe ct system , there does not
appear to be any economy in indication units over a three-aspect
signal system; it is therefore proposed tha t t he use of two-asp ect
signals be confined to " tube " and other underground railways
which arc not subje ct to fog, and V•lhcrc signalling conditions arc

w1iform and localized. If the proposal is accepted th is particular
aspect can fur ther be disregarded.
Before atternpting to decid e the future appl ication of colour
light signalling to manual block signalling, it is perhaps desira ble
t~ t ry and define ex act] y what a green light aspect me ans.
It is well known t hat no signals ar e requi red on a line workccl
by one engine in steam, thus poin ling to the fact that signals
are "protective " in their function, and the essential aspects
arc " st op " and " caution."
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In the early days of signalling, when trains were worked on
the " time " as distinc t from the " space " interval , semaphores,
after a prcdeterm.ined time, were lowered to a vertical position,
out of sight inside a slot in the post ; the inference was that where
no signal was displayed, the line was clear. This practice was
afterwards altered as it was subject tu the disability that, should
the arm break away , it would signify the line was clear although
the danger signal migh t actually be required.
In the same way, the green light might be entirely suppressed,
but again a red or yellow light out would then give a " proceed "
signal ; therefore a green light may be regarded more as a location
light, the presence of which is a positive assurance to a driver
that he may proceed unchecked .
It may therefore be assumed that a driver should look upon a
green light, or a succession of such lights , a~ an assurance that
the signalling system is functioning and that he should carry on
at his schcdulecl speed, secure in the knowledge that should
the need arise to check such speed a " cautionary " signal will he
exhibit ed within braking distance of any " stop " signal.
The general interpretation of the indication given by a green
light can therefore be summed up in the one word "proceed," no
qualify ing phrase being necessary.
The cautionary aspect indicated by a yellow light, mean.ing
"caution-11e prepared to stop at next signal" is a pern1issive
aspect, i.e., one that can be passed. At present, however, this is
subject to it being displayed alone ; if surmounted by a red
light, the combination forms a " stop " indication, which is wrong
in principle, as should the red light go out, the signal forthwith
becomes a permissive signal. The remedy for t his will be dealt
with later.
The yellow aspect can be accepted as a standard either alone
or in combination, its separate indication always being" cautionprepare to stop at next signal."
The red " stop " aspect calls for little comment. When
displayed singly or in combination with other red lights, it must
always mean " stop " unless qualified by a Jess restrictive light
properly displayed, as referred to later.
It is fortunate that the old anomaly of the distant signal
carrying a " red " normal aspect is now disappearing, and this
work should be has ten eel.
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Recapitulating the above, the various signalling systems
will have the three common basic light indicationsRed---Stop.
Ycllow---Caution- -prepare to stop at next signal.
Green-Proceed.
Before proceeding to the task of building up a series of aspects
for general application, it must be pointed out that the economics
of the subject must bulk largely in the decisions arrived at and
that the ideal cannot always he achieved if this is taken into
account, and to some extent cmnpromiscs are necessary ; therefore, in these proposals economics have been studied without
undue sacrifice of clarity of aspect.
It is proposed first to set out the recommended indications
for multiple-aspect sif,'nalling and then afterwards show how
they can he adapted to manual hlock signalling.
Attached will be found a sheet of aspects 1,;ivingthe proposed
standards forming appendix C, the various indications
numbered for reference.

are

Marker Light.
In view of tile difference in the rules and regulations applicab le
to manual block and rnultiple-aspcct signalling, it is highly
desira ble there should be some fundamental distinction between
them whereby they can readily he recognised.
This can best be done by the adoption ol the marker light,
which is practically standard throughout the United States,
where multiple aspect signalling is employed.
The Committee of the Jnstit ution of Railway Signal Enb,jneers in their report, stated on page 11 :(6) "The nse of marker lights is not recommended,"
leading to
(7) "Automatic signals which may be passed at danger,
after a driver has waited at them for one minute should be
distinguished by the Jetter 'A' which can be illuminated ii
required."
This proposal was subsequently embodied in the Ministry of
Transport Requirements, 1928, see appendix D.
This recommendation of the Committee was undoubtedly
due to lack of appreciation at that time of the rapid developments
there would be in colour light signalling. It was folt that with
the few isolated installations of multiple-aspect signalling where
5
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it was anticipated that colour lights would be used, there would
be no difficulties in recognition-a. driver's local knowledge
being regarded as quite sufficient. With the rapid extension
of this type of signalling, and the more modem desire to apply
colour light signals generally, the posit ion is now entirely different.
The correctness of this contention in regard to the Committee's
views is shown by their statement :-" It will also be necessary
to see that the employment of two-aspect colour light signals
shall cease, unless such aspects agree with the recommended aspects."
As the portion in italics appears imposs ible of achievement,
this paragraph ruled out the use of colour light signals in manual
block territory, under the recommendations framed by the
Committee. These may be regarded as the basis on which
multiple-aspect colour light signals have hccn installed up to the
present.

For clarity of aspect the marker light is now essential and
forms the groundwork of these proposals.
Should the marker light be added to the manual block or to
the multiple-aspect indicat ions ?
As the use of colour light signals with manual block will for
sometime to come be possible only by the use of low wattage
signals in combination with approach lighting (making primary
battery feed permissible), it is not desirable to load such installations (many single signals only) with additional lights.
On the other hand, multip le-aspect installations will, as a general
rule, necessitate a power supply, when the additional lights
become a matter of little or no consequence.
For this reason the marker light should be added to rnnltipleaspect signalling, and he the distinguishing badge of the same, its
application heing defined as follows :"Any signal which displays more than two aspects to a
driver under normal working cornlitions, or any one or two
aspect signal which forms part of a multiple-aspect sequence,
shall carry a red marker light exct'pt where such signal leads
to manual block territory."
\.Vhat colour should the light be ? There is only one answer
to this, and that is " red " ; for the reason that, in any combination, the failure of a lamp must not result in a less restrictive
aspect being displayed, and a possible failure of the main lamp
when the signal should be displaying the "s top " aspect must,
therefore, be covered.
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It has been said that a driver should not have to pass a red
light, and in theory this is good if it was attainable in pra ctice.

This statement was largely quo t ed at the time when the
normal colour of the distant signal was changed from red to
yellow, but in its general application the idea is a fallacy, as a
driver has frequently to pass red lights, e.g. , directing signals
on brackets and gantries, home signals provided with C.O. or
other subsidiary signals, etc.
We are therefore forced to the logical conclusion that " a
red light or lights must be regarded always as a ' stop ' indication
unless used in comb ination with a less restrictive light."
J\s a cautionary signal, the red in combination with yellow
is a more arresting aspect than the yellow used singly, and
certainly far less likely to be mistaken for an extraneous light.
In fact this possibility is thereby removed, but as a concession
to the ideal the red need not be embodied in the " proceed "
aspect, except at interloclcings , where " directional " indications
are given as described later under "Junctions."
What are the benefits to be clcrived from the use of a marke,
light ? These arc that :(1) It forms a distinguishing badge as between manual
block and multiple aspect signalling.
(2) Its position on the mas t forms a ready means of
distinguishing betwe en intcrloclcing and autom atic signals,
which now has to be denoted ind ifferently by the letter "A "
in the case of automatic signals.
(3) It is a valuable asset in helping a driver to appraise
correctly the yellow aspect. Owing to the proximity of red
and yellow in the spectrum this is sometimes difficult a11dif a
driver has once or twice, in haz y weather especially, mistaken
a yellow for a red with consequent delay, he may possibly
when, doub tful on another occasion, assume that a red is
yellow, with serious results. \Vith the two coloms in combination this mistake is hardly likely to arise.
(4) It covers the failure of light due to a bt1mt out lamp
bulb in the signal itself in automatic sections.
(5) It obviates light repeating
territory.
(6)

circuits in interlocking

It can be used as a low speed signal.
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Installation.
As regards installation, the following should be observed for
the marker light :(a) The light shou ld be ot practically the sarne value
in beam c.p. as the main light so that in the event of the latter
failing during fog, a drive r is still able to sec the signal. In
view of the practice to pos t n o fogmen at colour light signals,
this appears essential unless other 1neans, as referred to late r,
are employed.
(b ) The lamp should be fixed as far as possible at a
standa rd height on the mast so as to be readil y recognisable
by its position. It should always be the lowest in any
combination.
(c) For interlocking (stop and stay) signals the light
shou ld be vertically unde r the main light or ligh ts.
(d) For automatic (stop and proceed) signals the light
should be displaced horizontally about 10 inches to the left al
a vertical line through the main light, sn as to give a staggered
effect .
(e) In th e case o( controlled signals capab le of working
automatica lly, both fixings (c) and (d) will he necessary, one
or other of which will be switched in, according to the conditions operating.
(f ) \';11ere used solely as a " marker " light or as a
subsid iary signal on plain road, to go out automaticall y when
the signal is at " pro ceed ," but to revert to R if the top G
light fails.

Three-Aspect Signalling.
It has alre ady been laid down what the aspects and indications
arc to he and these in combination with the marker light are
shown on appendix C, Nos. 101, 106.
The application of such a system requires to he divided un der
two headings.
The Committee of the Ins t itution of h'.ailway Signal Engineers
in their repor t state :" \Vith regard to electric. passenger trains, in those cases in this
eount-ry with which we are familiar, it will be found that the distam::cs
between signals are relatively great, t aking into accoun t the greatly
superior accelerat i ve anJ. Uecelera t iv e capabilities of elec t rically opera t ed

.stock. The conditions rn.i.y he regarded a.s analogous to signals spa.ced
<me mile or rno1:e apart on steam roads, with the obvious result that
jf oI the three-asp ect type, the cautio nary aspect would be encountered
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sooner than necessary, •with consequent delay. The distances between
signal.';, on electric line.:, are based on the required headway, and arc
generally in cxcc-h<;s
of the distance required for braking a.nd therefore,
to avoid giving a caution signal until m~ccssary, repeaters an:: provided.
Thcrcfmc unles.s the ,r,crvicerequires to be so intensi\-~Cthat the dist.ancc
belv1,een "stop" signals i.s only equa1 to the 'Lraking distance, threeaspect signals wOtlld be a hindrance rather t.ha.11an advantage to the
operation of snc:h a line.
It is therefore rccommentlcd that in such. 1.:ase!'.where coluur light
signals a.re employed, the signal immediately tn the rear oI a re:peatcr
be a two-aspect signal, shnw.ing red and grr:cn ; repeate r signals shall
:.how yellO\\.' or green aml othe r ~i.gn.::tlsi;hall sho,11-·the aspects given
in tho report."

The conditions visualised above are illustrated on the sketch,
appendix E, diagram 2, where (a) represents a straigh t threeaspect installation where each individual signal can show either
R or Y or G, and (h) represents an installa t ion where the Y aspect
is separated from the block signals, leaving R and G only, and
is provided as a separate repeater fixed at actual braking distance
from the respective stop-signals.
With this arrangement a train can run unchecked for an
additional 1,000 yards, which is highly desirable in an intensive
service.

It will he noticed that each repeater carries a red indication.
This will not be encountered by a driver under normal running
conditions and therefore needs no corresponding cautionary Y
signal in the rear. Its function is to protect a train which may
come to a stand between tl1e repeater signal and the end of the
overlap beyond the next stop signal ahead, against a following
train which may pass the rear stop signal nndcr the one-minute
rt1le.
Although the "stop " signals in (b) show only two aspects,
Rand G, it will be appreciated that buth (a) and (h) operate on
three-aspect principles, the difference being that in (a) the
aspects are combined in one signal, and in (b) they arc separated.
As up to the present no attempt has been made to define
these two methods, it is suggested that for the future they be
referred to as
(a) Three-aspect signalling, type C,
(b) Three-aspect signalling, type S,
with the standa rd aspects and indications common to both
types.
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Four-Aspect Signalling.
The Committee of the Institution of Railway Signal Engineers
in their report recommended that the indication to be given by
the fourth aspect be "Attention--run at medium speed."
As the Y/Y aspect indicates that the next signal is " off,"
also that a reduction to a medium speed is necessar y , an interpretation more definite from the multi pie aspect standpoint is
"Attention-pass
next signal at restric t ed speed." The reason
for the change will be appreciated better when junction working
is considered further on in the paper.
The aspect, involved in four-as pect signalling will be found
in appendix C, numbers 107-114, and the applica t ion is shown
by diagram 3, appendix E, from which it will be seen that an
express train driver is advised two blocks in ad vatJce of any
adverse signal ; whereas a train running at medium speed or a
train with superior dccclerativc po,vers, such as an electric train,
can keep to schedule speed up to within one block of an adverse
signal.
The arrangement is also applicable at complicated layouts
where physical conditions dict ate the pos ition of the signals at
less than high speed braking distance apart.
Five-Aspect Signalling.
lip to quite recently the.re has been no example of such
signalling in this country although there is in America.
With the spread of electrification in suburban a reaa, and
consequent intensive operation at peak periods, where such
lines are also used by high speed heavy express steam trains, it
is almost certain that five-aspect automatic or semi-automatic
signalling will be a necessity.
Although sud1 signall ing may not he the need of the moment,
it should be borne in mind when a complete sys tem of aspects
is in preparation.
Further, anyone who has closely studied the
subject of the application o{ colour light signals to manual block
territory will quickly see that if the fullest benefit is to be obt ained,
then in congested districts where at present b oxes c.ome doscly
together, a third cautionary indication--· •making a fifth aspect --will be required if the t roubles experienc ed with present methods
arc entirely to be avoided.
To-day, with manual block signalling, short section working,
rule 34 of the Block Telegraph Regulations applies.
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With a properly designed system of multiple aspects, the
necessity for this rule would disappear; where to-day it is almost
impossible to get the distant signals off, due to the big margin
required between trains, they would then be able to run un•
checked. The value of this would he very great especially in
foggy weather, and would be a definite aid to better time-keeping.
The choice of aspect is not wide, being limited to Y and G in
combination, either as G{Y or Y/G.
It will at once be realised th at the former, viz., G/Y, is in
constant use to-day, being the night aspect of a "distant"
signal " on " under a " stop " signal " off " ; it conveys to a
driver the most restrictive ca.utionaiy indication, narnely " caution
- prepare to stop at next signal," whereas the problem is to find
an aspect which will con vcy the least restrictive indication.
This is a very good example of the great need for care in selecting
aspects . It is evident that G/Y must not be used in multipleaspect signalling, as its indication requires t o be totally different
from the indication conveyed by this aspect when used in manual
block signalling, where the signals may be equipped with powcrhil
electric lamps making them the equal uf colour light signals .
The alternative, Y /G, must therefore be envisaged and, by
studying the sequence, it will be seen how snitable and logical
this is ; further, the aspect YJG is one which dues not exist
tu-day and, consequently , cannot lead to misunderstanding.
The sequence of aspects cncountcrccl by a driver between
the " proceed " and " stop " a.spects would be
G/0
Y/G
Y/Y
Y/R
R/H
cautionaxy.

It will be seen !rum this, by reference tu the top lights, that
there are three succcssfve cautionary Y aspects which arc graded
by the lower light in a definite value of restrictiveness, whereby a
driver is informed unmistakahly that he has at least two signals
ahead of him which are in the " off " position and that, emergency
excepted, he will not have to stop uniil he reaches the third
sih•nal ahead.
The point may be raised that, in the event of the Y going out,
a less restrictive aspect would be shown. ft is essential to
safeguard this, either by de-energising the control circuit of the
lamp showing green, thereby causing it to revert to red, or
preferably by changing the polarity, thereby giving yellow.
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As the interpretation of the fourth aspect has reference to the
signal ahead, i.e., "Pass next signal at restric ted speed," it
appears desirable that the fifth aspect shoul d convey a similar,
though less restrictive, message, and it is therefore proposed that
the interpretation of the fifth aspect be "Attention-·-·pass second
signal at restricted speed."
It cannot too strongly be emphasised that the necessity for
sequences of two or three cautionary aspects is entirely dependent
on the highest permissible speed and the consequent braking
distance,
Only when the single Y/R does not allow sulhcient braking
distance is it necessary to introduce YiY, and again, Y/G is only
necessary when Y/Y does not provide sutlkient braking clistance
in the above circumstances.

The aspects involved in five-aspect signalling will be found
in appendix C, numbers 115-124, and the application is shown
by diagram 4, appendix ~;, from which it will be seen that an
express train driver is warned three l.ilocks in advance of any
adverse si!,'llal, other considerations being as for four-aspect
signalling.

Sequential Indications.
In laying out any multiple-aspect system, and also in applying
colour light signals to manual block working, it is highly desirable
tha t the unq ualificd c,rntionary aspect Y should always lead to
I{, especially in view of the fact that a rlrivcr may be able to sec
several successive signals ahead owing to their brilliance. If
there fore he finds Y leading to another Y, or to a less restrictive
aspect, his respect for this inclicat.ion may he weakened.
This is already covered in ma nual block working by rnlc 42
which st ates :-" Whenever the clistant Sif,'llal is at danger (Y)
the danger signal (R) must also be exhibited at the hom e signal,
etc." On the other hand, the less restrictive aspect Y /Y need
not necessarily lead up to Y, but can lead to a similar or less
restrictive aspect than itself, such as G, a:; the indicat ion conveyed by Y/Y, clue, say, to a speed limit at the next signal ahead,
docs not necessarily apply beyond such a signal.

Overlaps.
11,e necessity or otherwise of prov iding overlaps in connection with colour light signalling is a suhjcct calling for very
careful consideration.
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As is well known, the present standard overlap is a quarter
of a mile. At one time the block regulations contained a qualifying clause that the preceding train mus t not only be !-m ile clear,
but also must be proceeding- on its \Vay, so preventing trains from

closing up on one another-in
other words, keeping them the
length of a hlock section apart.
The elimination of this qualification altered the whole problem.
High speed express trains are now accepted under full " line
dear

II

up to an outer home signal, fixe d !-mile from a junction

fouling point.
Further, at the time of the alteration, no attempt was made
to vary the overlap according to the require1ncnts of maxinuun

speed and gradient. Therefore the illo1,ricalposition exists to-d ay
that whether uphill or down, on fast or slow lines, the amount of
clearance is the same.
What is the function of the overlap ' It must be remembered
that an overlap, as defined by tr ack circuit, is an expensive item
and therefore should not be indulged in unless its provision can
be regarded as an essential, certainly not as a mere concession
to tradition.
If it is to safeguard a drive r who may have missed his ilist ant
signal and finds the home signal against him, then in many
instances it is insufficient to enable him to pull up clear of an
obstruction if he is running at speed. On the ot her hand, if its
function is solely to safeguard a driver who may overshoot the
" stop " signal, then with modern brakes and distant signals
well sited at full braki ng distance from the "sto p " signal, it is
too much, and track capacity is thereby being sacrificed. It is
beyond doubt that the ¼-mileoverlap is of no va lue where a driver
misses both (~cautionary " and " stop " signal-;.

What, tl,en, is the problem ?
With systems of operation dependent on t rack circuits, one
has to work to defined clearances, as there are no ready means
of ascertaining that a train is continuing
personal vision is absent .

on its \Vay. where

Two conditions have to he met :(a) Provision against end-on collisions.

(h) Provision against side collisions.
(a) May be further sub-divided into overtaking and head-on
collisions, the latter applying mainly to single lines which
require special treatn1ent and need not enter into these con siderati ons .
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(a ) End-on collisions. These involve trains following one
another on the same line of rail,;. If one stops, then signal
protection is necessary to prevent the train immediately following
from running into the rear of the standing train. The amount
of overlap decides how close a running train may approach to
a standing train.
It is suggested that the use of colour light signals alters the
problem materially;
for a drive r , as a restilt of momentary
inattention or of temporary difficulties such as steam from
another train, may 1niss seeing one colour light signal, but it is
most improbable that he will miss two successive sit,'Ilals.
As any train is protected at least by a cau ti onary and a
" stop " signal, braking distance apart, assuming that the
cautionary (Y) signal is missed under normal conditions, a driver
would see the " stop " (R) signal a.head, probably soon enough
to enable him to stop at it. On straight track su ch sit,'Ilals can
readily he seen for 1,000 yards in bright sunlight and considerably
further at night ; the correctness of this arg ument is borne out
by the effective operation of a two-as p ect automatic colour
light system in clear weather.
On the other hand, shoul d a driver see the cautionary (Y)
signal and subsequently at reduced speed miss the " stop " (R)
signal (which on straight track is must unlikely ) no length of
overlap, short uf a " block " overlap, will safeguard him if he
continues running, un less some forrn of A.T.C. giving a full brake
application is provided at each " stop " signal,
It therefore appears that under norma.l conditions, providing
that a signal is properly sited so tha t it can be seen b y a driver
at full braking distance away, h a sed on t he high est likely speed ,
then no overlap is necessary ; but w11ere such an extended view
is impossible of attainment then an overlap is neces sary, and
must be of such a length that, added to the effective sightin g
distance, it provides full braking dis t ance. Exp ressed a formula,
ovcrlap=H-- -S , where B= full braking distance and S=sighting
distance.
The overlap is rarely provided on strnig h t track in America,
but that country is comparatively free from fog ; the refore the
practice followed there will not necessarily suit British con<litions, under which fog has frequently to be contended with
during the winter months. This feature of operation will now
be examined.

a.,
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In manual block worlcing, the difficulties inherent in foggy
conditions are recognised and catered for in the relative rules and
regulations by the introduction of fog block ; rule 4, clause
(e) states:" Except where special instructions are issued to the
contrary, during fog or falling snow , until the fog-signalmen
arrive at their posts, and at signal-boxes where fog-signalmen
are not employed, the ' is line clear ' signal must not be
acknowledged to t he signal box in rear until the ' train out
of section ' sibTitalor the ' obstruction removed ' signal has
been received lrom the si1:,'Ilalbox in advance and the block
indicator worked from that signal box is in the normal position ;
nor must the ' bloclcing back ' signal from the box in advance
be acknowledged if permission has been given for a train to
approach from the box in rear."
The recent report of the Automatic Train Control Committee
(1927) also makes certain recommendations relative to working
up to outer home signals at junctions differentiating between
clear and foggy weather, which recommendations are generally
in use .

A most important difference is therefore apparent between
manual block and automatic working ; namely, that the former
is elastic and the latter is not, The subject of the overlap on
straight track with automatic working mUosthe looked at and
decided in the light of the most onerous conditions wh ich are
likely to he encountered.
It is well known that in dense log the oil-lighted semaphore
signal often cannot be seen either by day or night, and a driver
has to rely entirely on the fogmcn.
On the other hand, experience has been sufficient to show
lh;it colour light signals can be seen in dense fog provided they
are properly sited, and this cxcclknt feature will become still
more marked with the introduction of the additional marker
light. They are, however, subject to the rlisahility that un rler
such conditions they cannot be seen at long range.
It may happen, therefo re, that a driver misses the cautionary
(Y) indication , and owing to t he liability to loss of location in
fog, is suddenly and unexpectedly faced with a " stop " (R)
aspect whilst still running at speed ; under Sllch circumstances
his only certain safeguard is an overlap which is not less than
emergency hraking distance.
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Therefore if the high degree of safety of British railways is to
be maintained unimpaired, their installations must he so arranged
as to meet the worst conditions. \Vhere manual control is absent,
or only intermittently applied, as in semi-automatic signalling,
then overlaps must be regarded as an essential part of the installation. They shoul d always be equal to the emergency
braking distance, whether more or less than !-mile , based on the
highest likely speed and the rnling gradient. Suitable formulae
are available for readily ascertaining this.
Where a close hcarlway is required on an automatic threeaspect installation, the overlap may equal a block section,
generally referred to as a full htock overlap system. Each train
is tl1en protected by two signals at " stop " (R). (See diagram
S, appendix E).
\Vhere mixed traffics are dealt with it will be appreciated
that it is out of the question to decide the overlap leng th on the
basis of unbraked stock. Drivers of such trains must run at
such a speed as to have their trains under full control, having
regard to the local circumstances and the conditions appertaining thereto.
In the case of multiple-aspect installations catering for
electric and steam trains a.ncl necessitating four or five aspect
signalling, the overlap woulrl be baserl on the emergency braking
distance required hy an electric train tripped at an adverse
signal. This is invariably less than that requ ired by the steam
train, but the latter is helped by the fact that the driver receives
additional advance information of a " stop " signal ahead given
by the Y/Y and/or Y /G aspects, and therefore the need for the
full overlap for steam operation i3 rnatcrially roducccl.
It may therefore be said that the necessary length of the
overlap is in inverse ratio to the nun1ber of aspects.
It is perhaps desirab le to point 011t that the overlap alrearly
referred to 111ust,in any automatic section having the one-minute
rule in force, be a true overlap, i.e., a separate section of track
circuit as distinct from an overrun, ,,vhich consists of continuing
the approach track circuit for a given distance beyon d the signal.
The reason for tl,is is that the overlapping portion must hold the
signal immediately in the rear at " danger " ; otherwise, when a
train has broken down in such overlap , a following train passing
the rear signal at " danger " nex t encounters a signal giving
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possibly a full" proceed" aspect with an obstruction immediately
ahead. (See diagram 6, appendix E. ).
(b) Side Collisions. This involves the proiection of trains
which may he passing from one line t o another, as at junctions,
or into or out of adjacent sidings, against other trains which may
be approaching on the straight lino which eventu ally fouls their
p athway.
It may be said that all such connections mus t be manually
operated either from signal cabins or from ground frames by
po,ver or by mecha nical n1eans.
It has already been seen that manual block operation is
elastic, as the work ing and acceptance of trains can be varied to
suit prevailing condiiio ns; therefore where manual control is in
operation it: is found that circums t ances vary according to the
operat ion of traffic between any given points by (a) telegraphic
block or (b) track block.
In the t'ormer case, in the event of fog arising, a signalman is
at once ahlc to introduce fog block working and thereb y provide
adequate clearances between conflicting movements ; but here
again track capacity must be taken into accoun t . In the latter
case he has no power to " refuse " trains ,vhich arrive at his
"interlocking"
in accordance with the clearance s as defined
by track circuiting.
1n consi<kring this application it must be borne in mind that,
irrespective of atmospheric conditions, the relative positions of
any connection and its protective signal(s) are constant; therefore additional clearance can only be provided by holding an
oncoming train at the cabin in the rear in the case of telegraphic
block, or at the next signal in the rear in the case of track block .
It has been shown that in laying out overlaps against rear-end
collision in automatic sections, limited overlaps only, appear
necessary in clear weather, but that the actual installation has
to be determined by the needs of foggy weather, which calls for
an overlap equal to full braking distance. The same requ iremen t
appears to be fundamental at intcrluckings where facilities are
required for full " line clear " accept ance at any time, i.e., the
outer home of to-day, but at other intcrlocking s the limited
overlap B-S already referred to will meet the case.
There is no doubt that by judicious placing of signals, many
of the restrictive effects of the present regulations could he overcome. The introduction of colour light signals, providing that the
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possibilities are realised, should result in increased track capacity
and freedom of operation without in any degree lowering the
standard of safety.
An anachronism of modern signalling, viz rule 5 of the Block
Telegraph Regulations, should gradually disappear, as with the ·
present high degree of development in signalling, the provisions
of this rule are becoming unnecessary. The subs t ance of the rnle
is either a tacit admission tha t a driver cannot be expected to
stop at a given point by signal indication alone, or else, what is
more probable, it is a survival from the days when at junctions
the " stop " signa ls did not protect the fouling points.
It is therefore suggested that protective cont rolled colour
light signals be arranged as follows : (A). For general working, the position of the home signal
shall be such as to provide an overlap (sec below)* in accordance
with the formula already quoted, viz., B-S, subject to the provision of a 1ninin1um clearance benvcen signal and fouling point
of 200 yar ds, (see diagram 7, appendix E. ).
Provided that the cautionary signal in the rear is fixed at
full braking distance and carries a marker light, or alternativel y
is fit ted with an automatic detonator placer operative in case
of light failure, then the following regulations will apply :Clear We,ither, All trains to be accepted up to the home
signal at dange r when the junction is occupied.
Foggy ireather. All trains to be kept back at the cabin in
rear (i.e., refused) in the same way as is done to -day, ewn in clear
weather.
Noles:(i) The definitiun of foggy '\-\'Cathe
r ,vould have to be tightene tl.
\Veat her should be regarded as "fogg:y" wh en visibility is less than
lialf-railc .
• (ii ) \Vhr:rc the nexl stop signal in the rear is a controlled signal
a.s distinct from an au t omatic .sign;i.l, ·when track circuit is provided
the overl<"pcan he an e~lcnsion of th e 200 yards circuit usually provided
approaching th.e home signal. {Sec diagram 7b).
Jt will be appreciated that with Lhe al,mvearrangements, the operation
o( a railway v.,m be g-reatly facilitated <luring the major portion o! theyea..r, especia lly in the st.mmer, at periods of maximum traffic.
(iii) \Vhere the distan ce to the rear cabin does not permit of the
home signal being kept back by 200 yards , the present day block
regulD.tiort!; to apply , i .e., trains to be rcfu~ed wh4;:nthe junction is
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(B). At certain junctions where the exigencies of traffic
call for " free " acceptance at all times, in order to meet foggy
conditions, a somewha t different arrangement will be necessary.
As overlaps equal to the full braking distance are necessary
on straight track with automa tic signalling to meet the onerous
conditions arising during fog, so at a junction, provided that free
acceptance is required at all times, there must be full braking
distance between the protective signal and the junction fouling
point. This is shown as signal 2 on diagram 8, appendix E.
It is also desirahlc that there should be an inner home signal
No. :-1at the junction fouling point and a cautionary signal at full
braking distance from No. 2.
The working would be as follows:Clear Weather. \Vhen the junction is being occupied by a
conflicting movement, an approaching train will find No. I at
Y and Nas. 2 and 3 at R until the train reaches point b, 100
yards from No. 2, when the latter will change from I{ to Y. Tiie
train is thus allowed to draw down to No. 3 at Rat reduced speed,
and for this reason no overrun is provided.
Foggy Weather. Under similar circumstances, No. 1 will be
at Y and ><as.2 and 3 at R until the junction is cleared, so allowing No. 2 to be taken off.
On examining diagrams 7 and 8, it will be appreciated that,
in the case of 7B, the varied acceptance in foggy weather is a
matter of rules and regulations only, as to-<lay ; but for 7A,
means have to be provided to convert the rear automa t ic A into
a controlled signal so that trains can be held at it and, in the
case of diagram 8, to vary the working of the outer home No. 2.
The controls otherwise are the same, irrespective of the type of
signal in the rear.
It is proposed to rlo this by means of a " fog switch " fixed
on the instrument shelf which when operated would bring into
force the restricted controls as indicated, such switch to be fitted
with a Veeder counter to register each actuation. It would be
the responsibility of the signalman to record each movement
in the train register book, together with the relative time of each
operation.

Approach Li!l,hting.
In America, with a comparatively sparse traffic, approach
lighting is in almost universal use in automatic territory, as it
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provides a very real economy even in those cases where the signals
are lighted from a power line.
In this country littl e has been done, solitary examples being
at Nottingham, Carrington (1927), and at Etyholme, on t he
London and North Eastern Railway (1928).
It will be many years yet before power supplies are universally
available in this country, and there fore for isolated cases recourse
mus t be had to approach lighting if primary battery operation
is to he economi cally possible.
When laying out t he circuits, the time of illumination should
be kept to a minimum, and only be opernti ve whilst a t rain is
on the approach track, which, generally speaking, would extend
to the next signal in the rear except \Vhere such distance is in
excess of the sighting distance.
It will probably be said " supposing the signal docs not light
up " ? It must be borne in min<l that this is to a large extent the
antithesis of a. light going out an<l does not really introduce any
extra risk. The situation can be met satisfactorily by the
provision of marker lights in multiple-a spect signalling or by
detonators automatically placed should a light fail. A farther
safeguard is t o restrict to Y any signal preceding that at which
the light has failed.
\Vhere approach ligh ting is employed on parallel tr acks
signalled in the same direction, e.g., "up fast" and "up slow,"
a train approaching on either line mus t light up the signals
applicab le to both roads, otherwise a driver ma y be seriously
mislead. Approach lighting is a method of operation deserving
every consideration , as only by its aid can colour light signalling
be made immediately applicahlc to general conditions.

Replacement,
Closely allied to the subject of approach lighting is that of
the replacement of the light to red on a signal being passed by a
train,

Owing to the long distance at which colour light signals arc
visible, especially at night, overlapµing is µossible. For this
reason it is generally desirable they should be rep laced hy track
control unless they are a considerable distance apart and half
rotation locking is in force.
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Shunting Signals.
The Committee set up by the Institu tion of Kailway Signal
Engineers in their report suggested that elevated shunt signals
should show R and Y and that ground shunt signals shou ld show
W urR and G.
J n view of the subsequent clear definitions laid down in the
Ministry of Transport Requirements , 1928, it does not appear
necessary or desirable to depart from them. Therefore for
shunt signals, whether of the semaphore or colour light type,
the present indications should remain, i.e.,
On-Red or yellow.
Off-Green.
The Committee further stated :-~" It is however recommended
as better practice to dispense with colour .lights in the case of
ground shunt signals utilising illuminated " position signals in
lieu of the same."
This recommendation is a sound one. A suitable type of signal
to employ is the internally illuminated banner signal, whereby
a position signal is available both by day and night, the arm
being coloure;l red or yellow as required.
Subsidiary Signals.
Call-on .signals. In Junc. 1929, a Railway Clearing House
Committee tabled a recommendation that :-" lt was considered
desirable not to use colour aspects for ' calling-on,' ' waming '
and ' shunt ahead' signals in colour light installations, but to
adopt an optical projector type or banner type of signal in such
areas."
This recommendation may be regarded as present British
practice, but it was certainly a compromise and a concession
to tradition. The decision apparently arose out of a difficulty
experienced by the London Midland and Scottish Railway in
their recently opened colour light installation at Manchester,
where following semaphore practice, they had used white a.s the
normal light and green to authorise the calling-on movement.
They quite na turally found that the drivers mistook the so-called
white light for yellow and passed the signal at " clanger."
In v:iew of the fundamental differences between multipleaspect colour light signalling and ordinary semaphore signalling
with consequent night aspects, it appears to be a misconception
to attempt to superimpose the latter on the former, as they arc
6
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totally distinct. This is where the Americans have been fortunate,
as they are not hampered by tradition nor have they the conservatism of the British ; in developing a new system they were
in no way influenced by considerations applicable to older
systems.
It having been laid down that multiple-aspect signals shall be
cqttipped with marker lights, it is a natural step to use such an
indicat ion as a low or shunting speed signal as required. The
Americans do this, exhibiting a yellow light, which is then known
as a" know nothing "signal ; in otlier words, it merely authorises
a driver to pass the signal prepar ed for any eventuali ty. (Sec
figure 13, appendix A.). We cannot do better than follow
their example, using a small yellow light as th e "off " indication
of a call-on signal, which should bear the same interpretation
as that laid down in the rule book relative to semaphore call-on
signals.
Installation details will be as follows :Normal aspect--R/R as for marker light.
Proceed aspect-R i (y).
Circuits so to be arranged that R/(y) is not exhibited until
the train has been brough t tu a stand. I II view of the extreme
importance of a proper interpreta t ion uf this aspect, arrangements to be made as subsequently shown so that this aspect
may not be exhibited under any other circumstances.
Permiss ive mar/,er light signals. Reference has already been
made to the use of the one-minute rule in automatic territory.
Such a rule is necessary to avoid trains being und uly delayed in
the event of failure of the track circuiti ng or other parts of the
appar atus, resulting in a permanent danger signal being exhibi t ed
until the fault: is removed.
Where train-stops are pro vided, a double sto p is involved as,
after waiting at the sib'llal and then proceedi ng, the train is
immediately and forcibly pulled up by the application of the trainstop, which is somewhat annoying and disturbing to passe ngers
who are not aware of the circmnstances.
With the adoption of the H./ (y) call-on aspect this difficulty
can be overcome by making each marker an automatic call-on
signal controlled by a time element relay so arranged that, on
the appr oach track being occupied with the signal at "dange r ,"
the mar ker will change frorn R tu (y) after the expiry of one
minute or longer, plus an allowance to cover the time required
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between the train entering the approach track and coming to a
stand. The circuit which changes the marke r from R to (y)
will also operate the train st op, so obvia t ing the needless second
stop.
With the adoption of this arrangement, the marker position
would be vertical, i.e., each signal would be a " sto p " signal,
but in order t o meet the improbable contingency of a failure
of a marker light to change to (y) it would still be necessary to
introduce a rule t u cover the passing of such signals at danger .
It is proposed that such signals should still carry an identifica t ion
letter A, which need not he illuminated , authorising passing
after a wait of three minutes.
In view of the expense involved, such perntissive marker
signals are not proposed fur general use, bu t only on roads which
have an intensive service and are equip ped with train-stops.
In such cases their adoption would undoubtedly be beneficial
both from the worlang and psychological standpoints, as the
arrangemcn t would practically eliminate the passing of danger
signals.
Grade or tonnage signals. In America certain automatic
sii:,'Tlalscarry the lett er G or T on a plate, projecting from the side
of the Sif,'Tlal. This indicates that, due to a heavy rising gradient,
such signals can be passed at "danger" by heavy freight trains,
without first stopping to give effect to the one-minute rule.
There is no similar relaxation in the case of passenger trains .
This arrangement might very well he adopted in similar
circumstances in tl1is country on rising gradients exceeding 1
in 100, but it would be necessary to illuminate the sign for night
working.
W arning Signal. In semaphore practice this is denoted hy
a miniature arm of the call-on type exh ibiting the lett er \-V.
There is no need to attempt to provide a special a spect for this
in multiple-aspect signalling, as it is already given in the cleares t
possible manner by the Y aspect : " Caution-prepare
to stop
at next sib'llaL"
All that is necessary is to ensure a redaction in speed. Th is
can be done in a most flexible manner by providing a short
approach track to the second signal and arranging, when the
conditions ahead call for it, that the rear signal does not change
from R to Y until the train reaches the approach track. The
length of the ap proach track will determine the desired degree
of speed reduction.
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It will be appreciated that the obstruction will be primarily
protec ted by two signals at R and one at Y, as laid down for
junction working with free acceptance, see diagram 8, appendix
E.
Shunt or draw-ahead signal. In semaphore practice this is
denoted by a miniature arm of the call-on type exhibiting the
letter S. It is not anticipated th at the call for such a signal is
likely to arise in multiple-aspect territory, but should it be
found necessary it should conform to the aspect of a shunting
signal as referred to later under the heading of" Speed signalling."
Fog repeater.,. With the elimination from surface lines of the
two-aspect system of automatic signalling (see left-hand column,
appendix C) there appear s to be little need of repeaters provided
specially for foggy weather. It is rather a case of usiug them
constantly as in three-aspect signalling (type S, diagram 2,
appendix E) to get the last ounce out of an installation and also,
jn other instances, to give advance indication of the aspect of
a signal where, due to local circumstances, sighting distance is
poor. As regards the latter. it appears desirable that in multipleaspect signalling the repeater shall " repeat " the aspect of the
signal in rear rather than the signal in advance as recommended
by the Committee of the Institution of Railway Signal Engineers
so obviating the necessity of the white light with the word
" fog " superimposed.
\Vhere the repeater is full braking distance from the relative
" stop " sib'Ilal, it shall carry a staggered marker light , but where
fixed at less than the full braking distance and Y is separately
shown, then it shall be identified by the letter R, which need
not be illuminated.

Junctions.
In the U.S.A. and, to a limited extent, in this country, one
hears reference made to " speed " signalling. Its protagonists
have been as " voices crying in the wilderness," as little impression has yet been made on the prejudices engendered by
many years experience of " route " signalling. The antagonists
have had matters all their own way by airily referring to 27
different aspects which are supposed to build up " speed "
signalling; having quoted this often without any attempt at
comparison, they regard the matter as disposed of until someone
else is foolish enough to raise it again.
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lt is high time this subject was carefully considered as it is a
concomitant of colour light signalling and cannot logically be
divorced from it.
What is speed signalling, and is it applicable to this country ?
There are certain fundamental differences in the conditions
obtaining in the two countries which make the prohlem different,
and with the much greater density of traffic and the frequency
and variety of junctions to be found in Great Britain, the policy
to follow is to select only those features which offer undoubted
advantages.
lt must be appreciated that speed per se is entirely relative
to any given local circumstances.
[t is out of the question to
attempt to tell a driver at what speed he shoul d run his train ;
in fact, to try and do so within narrow limits would be wasteful
and futile, seeing that locomotives in this country are not equipped
with speedometers.
On the other hand, if "speed " can he divided into, say,
three parts, considerable benefit may accrue,
A limited attempt at " speed " signalling has always been
accepted practice in this country. The importance of diverging
lines and their limiting speeds in the case of crossovers is always
indicated in semaphore signalling by the relative height of dolls,
which are stepped usually in heights varying by about 2-ft.
6-ins,, the main route being always the highest doll.
This principle would still apply, hut instead of carrying the
signals on separate dolls, there appears to be no reason why,
generally speaking, they should not be grouped on the one ma.st,
the " speed " indication being divided into three parts, so that
the top light would indicate high speed, the centre light medium
speed and the hottom light low speed. Nothing could he simpler
to remember ; the arrangement is its own explanation.
As already stated, " speed " is always relative ; what may be
high speed at one point may be the medium speed at another
and vice versa, but the third or lower speed is a non-variable,
and would refer to a low or shunting speed of not more than
10 m.p.h. according to the aspect displayed.
Medium speed cannot be regarded as the average speed , a.~
obviously it would be unsafe for a train which had been running
at 80 m.p.h. to be diverted from a fast to a slow line at 45 m.p.h.
It must he relative to the route to be taken, hence the necessity
for local knowledge on the part of a driver.
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Definitions of the terms high, medium, and low speed should,
therefore, be :High speed,the highes t permiss ible speed at any given location.
Medium speed, a restricted speed suitable to the diverging
route (i.e., the speed limit) generally not exceeding 30 m.p.h.
Low speed, shunting speed.
All the above are further suhjcct to the aspect displayed,
see appendix C.
Junctions come under two catei;ories, (1) those between
running lines both continuing in the same direction, and (2)
geographical junctions where a line diverges in two or mo re
directions.
(t is proposed that, in the case of (1), the signal reading over
the junction facing points shall always be as Xos. 134, 144, 155,
appendix C ; similarly in the case of (2) this arrangement shall
apply where, over an ordinary double junction, there is no
restriction on one route but a considerable reduction of speed
is requ ired on the other, varying by not less than 20 m.p.h.
This arrangement would be very advantageous in the case of
parallel lines where, as a rule, there is little more than a IO foot
space between lines in which to fix the signals.
This means that a bracket signal has to clear the loading
gauge, resulting in considerable elevation, and as height is very
detrimental to colour light signal efficiency in foggy weather,
this factor alone makes it desirable to adopt any means which
will permit the signals heing kept at a low elevation.
With the introduction of the arrangement described above,
the present rule that the top arm (light) always applies to the
line on the left, the second signal to the line next in order from
the left and so on, will have to be modified.
·where there arc more than two routes which cannot respectively
be graded under high, medium or low, also in the case of two-way
junctions where hoth routes arc rest ricted or else are unres tricted
and vary by less than 20 m.p.h., then the junction signals shall
embody such horizontal displacement as may be necessary dearly
to define the ro utes to be followed.
Before passing on to the consideratio n of " distant " signal
aspects, rclerence will be n H1tle i.o the bottom or low speed signal.
This occupies the position of the marker light hut is cap;chle o(
displaying other aspects than red.
l\ has already been seen that when turned to (y), it gives
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the call-on aspect R/(y). This is in no way affected by the
additional R of a junction signal, giving R /R(y) ; the interpretation remains the same, but direction is absent and generally
appears unnecessary.
There is, however, a fundamental
bottom light and the two above it.

difference between the

Both the high and medium speed indica tions arc multipleaspe ct signals, i.e., they give advanc e informa tion of the aspect
of the next signal ahead ; but the low speed indication, being a
" shunt " signal, dues not do this but follows the general principle
laid down un der the heading of " shuntin g signals."
The " off " indication is therefor e green, meaning " proceed
at low speed." The green has no refere n ce t o the aspect of the
next signal ahead, but merely indicat es a clear path to be traversed
at low speed. The green light , as for yellow, should be a small
one.

It is regarded as essential th.at advance warni ng of incorrect
routing should be given to a driver in sufficient time to prevent
him from passing on to the incorr ect route at speed an d sufferin g
the delay consequent on the provision of wron g line orders.
Under the heading of distant signals it will be shown how it is
proposed to meet this problem.
The Ministry of Transport. Requirem ents, 1928, page 6, line
41, st.ates :" At

dive rging junctions, one dist ant f.ignal only should be
\vorkc:d for th e junct ion line ove r 'Y.:
hich th e highest
i;peecl is permissible, unl ess in exce pti onal circumstance:!o more are
essential.
provided,

VVhere spedal ci rcum stan ce~, e.g. permanent speed restriction ,
ju:stify t he acloptiou of an unwor ked signal , it sh ould be :it:<:
ured.
in t he wa rning positi on and not coupl ed up or du1ilicat cd fo r
directing purpose.s."

The above regulation has given rise to a great deal of controversy, as traffic officers rightly point out tha t in time of fog
it has a seriously rcstrict.ivc effect just when th ey need every
possible help ; for on the div ergin g route drivers have to feel
their way frmn signal lo signal, ,vhich is very onerous in the case
of hca vy min eral and frcigh t trains.

In such a case colour light signalling can provide a very
effective remedy , as the requircmcn ls of both pa r ties are met.
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Assume that the junction is protected by the three vertica l
lights as already explained. Then the signal in rear will display
Y/R leading up to R/R/R /
G/0
G/R/R /

Y/R/R/
Y/Y/R

,, ,. R/G/H.
,, ,, R/Y/R
The Y/Y conveys the two definite messages (a) that the
signal ahead is "off," (b) that the signal ahead may only be
passed at restricted speed.
It is a matter for careful consideration whether it would not
be an excellent arrangement to provide a speed lam p either at
the rear or "distant"
signal or at amidway point where brake
application is first necessary, capable of being illuminated with
the actual speed limit figures of the junction ahead, such to be
visible only when the Y/Y is exhibited . (Sec appen dices F and
G).
In order satisfactorily to give the " distant " indication
when the junction indication calls for Y/Y and/or G at the rear
signal, applicable to alternative geographic al routes, the following
arrangement is proposed . The rear signal to carry two separate
yellow side lamps which are fixed right and left of the green
lens ; these to be normally out, lighting up only when the G or
Y/Y aspect is energised, the right hand lamp lighting for the left
hand route and vice versa. A driver would thus be provided
with the same aspect as he obtains to-day wit h semaphore
signalling.
Diagram No. I to 4, appendix F, show the application of the
principles enunciated in regard to junctions.
Termina l working. In dealing with junction aspects the
special requirem ents ol termina l stations must be considered.
At many t erminal and also some thr ough stations th ere arc
two train berths at a platform and the problem is how to advise
an approaching driver that he has a clear platfom1 or that the
leading berth is already occupied.
u,rtain instances have been dealt with in this coun try as
follows, the aspect being that given by the las t entering signal,
G-clear to buffer stops.
Y-onc train in, second berth clear.
CO-both berths occupied.
Theorists point out that it is wrong to give G leading to R,
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the light on the buffe r stops, although it is admitted that a
driver can hardly fail to know that he is entering a terminus.
In view of this and of the desirability of having G available for
its correct function at large thro ugh stations where these conditions are in force, it is recommended that the three vertical
light "speed" signal be used with the following applications:Y/R/K--Line clear to buffer stops (terminal). Line clear
to next signal (through station).
G/R/R-Linc
clear to next signal (through station ) and
nex t signal at Y or G.
R/Y/R-One
train in, second berth clear, or line clear
to buffer stops ol bay line.
R/R/(y)-Call
on-e .g., engine backing on to train.
R/R/ (g)-Draw
past for shunting purposes and entry
to spur roads, carriage landing, etc .
The above can only be regarded as a general principle owing
to the variety of layouts, many of which need special treatment.
An effort should be made to grade routes into approximately
equal lengths for given aspects, and if local circumstances dictate
the desirability of more detailed direction, route indications
can be used.
Both at terminals and at running junctions, where the medium
and/or low speed signal applies to more than one route, separate
levers working such signal(s) should be prov ided for each such
route, as a help to the si1,>11almanin correctly setting up th e
route for which a given movement is intended.
At terminals and other large stations it is often necessary
to signal trains on t o the facing road for shunting purposes and
whilst the Ministry of Transport Requirements, 1928, state that
" a special type of shunting signal for wrong line movement is
not considered necessary," local circumstances often make it
very desirable. To meet such cases in colour light signalling
territory where it is desired to avoid the use of a route indicator.
a suitable " off " indica tion can be given by a lunar white light
with a black cross painted diagonally across the lens.
In appen dix G will be found the various aspects likely to be
met with in a complete system of multiple-aspect colour signalling
as set out in this paper.
Standard Heights and Clearances.
As an explanation of the various diagrams which are drawn
on the assumpiion that the S.A, type of signal is used, two
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dimensional sketches are attached (appendix H) showing typical
fixings.
No. 1 shows a speed junction signal fixed in the space between
two lines of way, the low speed or marker light being at a standard
distance of 4 feet below the rnediwn speed lam p , which should
generally he 12 feet above rail level. The high speed signal is
also 4 feet higher than the medium speed signal, which allows
of an intennediate Y or G light to be adde d for four or five
aspect sif,'llalling midway between the high an d medi um speed
lamps where it is common to hath .
No. 2 shows an automatic signal with staggered marker
light, the main lamp heing at 12 feet ahove rail level and the
marker light 4 feet below it as in sketch l',;o. 1.
Where a fourth and/or fifth aspect is required the additional
lamp is fixed 2 feet above the main lamp as shown by dotted
lines.
In all cases every effort should be made no t greatly to exceed
these heights and always to fix the signal to the left of the line
to which it applies . The centres between lamps should not be
varied.

Application of Colour Light Signals
to Manual Block Signals.
The recent Report of the Automatic Train Control Committee
(1927) laid great stress on the bene fits to he obt ained by the
introduction of colour light signals.
Clause VI (3), page 8, reads:- " Wi th regard to ord inary
distant signal posts, we have hccn impressed, having regard to
the more intensive service of high speed traflic during recent
years, with the desirability for provi ding better lighting. Little
alteration has l1ccn made lor a long period in the actual methods
of ligh ting these signals, which dominate the conduct of l,igh
speed traffic. Lighiing, more brillian t and pcnctn"tting in
character, would be a strong fac:tur in dete rmining the acceptability of an economical form of prot ection to prevent accirients
arising, in poor a.tinosphcrk conditions, frorn failure of cngin ernen
to observe distant signals. The impo r tance of be tter location
and correct elevation of signal arms and lighls from t he point
of view of impY-oving visibili ty in sirnilar rlifficult conditions
(to which attentio n has often been drawn in accid ent reports)
has also hccn noted."
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Clause XI (I), page 18, reads :-"Indir ect methods of increasing
security. (b) To increase the illuminative and penetrative
power of signal lights themselves."
"\Vith regard to (b), electric beam light signals with high
illuminative power and correct -focussing have, vr·hereverthey have

been adopted, met with general approval. They have during
the pa.st three winters never failed to be visible at an adequate
range even in bad conditions of fog. So much reliance is nowadays pla ced on them that fog,,cing serv ices are not called for at
signals ol this type."
One very important point which the Committee apparently
failed to appreciate when making the above recommendation
was that the inst allation of better lighting introduced a further
risk which increased in magnitude in direct ratio to the intensit y
of the illumination ; that is the risk due to the failure of the
light.
\Vith the present type of oil lamp, it needs a very real effort
on the part of a driver to find a signal in bad weather and he
takes every possible care to ensure that he does so ; but with
colour light signals, their intrinsic brilliance may become a source
of weakness, as the better it is, both from the point of view of
brilliance as well as of rcliahility, the more likely will a driver
be to rely on its effi.cienc:y to draw his attention to his location
and warn him in adequate time, in the case of a distant signa l,
of the state of affairs ahead.

Should the signal fa.ii during a train's passage through a
section, a driver may very seriously be misled by the absence of
such a signal. whic h on a dark wet nigh t may not be realis ed,
and thereby he may approach a stopping poi nt at too high a
rate of speed.
It has already I.Jeen seen that the marker light in multiplea.;;pcct signalling is one solution of the difficulty but as it is not
proposed to embody this in manual block terr itory, something
1

else is necessary.

It is therefore proposed that all isolated distant signals of tl1e
colour ligh i type be ec111i
ppcd with an automatically opera ted
detonator placer so arranged that it is normally off the rai l. It
can be held in that position agu.inst gravity or a spring through
the 1nedium of an electric clutch, the coils of which are in series

with the signal lamp bulb.
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Any failure of light will thereby be brought to a driver's
attention and adequate warning given.
The application to this form of signalling of daylight colour
tight aspects can be effected in two different ways :(!) By substituting electric lamps of the Corning-l.ebby
type, having a high c.p. in place of the ordinary oil or gas lamp,
or (2) by replacing individual semaphore signals by complete
signals of the colour light t ype.
The following notes show what precautions m11st be taken
in carrying out either of the above conversions in order to avoid
giving aspects contrary to th ose already laid down for multipleaspect signalling and set out in detail in appendix C.
{I) The 1<seof el,ectriclamps in place of oil or gas.
As the beam c.p. of such lamps can be equal to the ordinar y
colour light signal, no distinction hctwccn the two types can be
looked for in inferiority of light. Tn the case of " stop " and
cautionary signals (R and Y) the absence of the marker light
serves to distinguish them from multiple-aspect signals ; but
even this does not hold good with the "proceed"
(G) aspect ,
and in view of the varied interpretations to be placed on G in
manual block territory it is essential that this t ype of signal
should be clearly defined.
The problem is a difficult one t o meet both economicall y and
clearly by lighting alone, and it is therefore proposed that the·
best soluti on is to retain the arms.
This proposal has the following adv antages :(a) No interference with the normal balance of the signal.
(h) Obviates having to provide indicators for th ose signals
a rear view of which is obtainable fro111the cabin.
(c) Ts a clear indication by day that manual hlock working
and the consequent rules and regulations arc in force.

(d) Costs nothing for additional equipment .
The disadvantage is that, generally speaking , the arm is not
available as a night indication. This, however, need not be
regarded as serious, since experience in other and similar directions

has shown that a driver learns his road and signals by day an d
remembers the conditions at night, e.g., diamond and D signs,
unlighted notices, and parti cularly the red light at one time
used for the " on " indication of a distant signal.
The next point to he observed is that in order to avoid the
misleading sequence of aspects shown by diagram I, .appendix
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E, the operation of rule 40 (a) should be electrically enforced
by the provision of a short track circuit or check contact outside
the home signal. It does not appear necessary to extend this
control to intermediate signals where they occur between the
home and starting signals.
Referring to append.ix C, in the right hand colurnn will be found
the manual block equivalents of the various aspects of multipleaspect signalling and the following exam ples call for comme n t.
No. 11. \Vhere co-acting arms are provide d , it will generally
be unnecessary to provide an electric lamp in the top arm.
No. 12. Is an aspect which is disappearing as the " on "
colour of dishu1t lights is changed.
No. 13. This is in direct conflict with the call-on aspe ct
of multiple-aspect signalling (see ~os. 125, 126 and 127), and
should not therefore be perpetuated.
Fortunately
an easy
solution is available, and that is to switch ou t the light in the
distant signal whe n the top light is red, as when this is displayed
it is immaterial to a driver wha t the aspect of signa ls ah ead may
be. Immediately the top arm is lowered and changes to green,
Y or G shou ld come up below.
Note :-Consider ation shoutd ah:.o be given to t he adoption of this
p rinciple in connection v..ith ordinary oil-lighted Imiips.
At the present time the ch ange to the yellow light has int roduced
.a very real difficulty by reason of the mu ch higher tran ~mission value
-0f the yellow glass.
The comp arative brilliance of the latter tends
to obscure th<:::red light above and, as this introduces a risk that drivers
m ay pass a danger signaJ, <:o mpla.ints h a.ve l.J.eenreceived,
An attempt
has be.en made temporarily to meet the diflicully by reducing con siderably th e size of the yellow spectacle glas.s.
It appears that a hcttcr !:iOlutionfollowing on the lines advocated
above would be to provide a shield or blinder which wm1ld nbscure
the yellow light when the top arm is at danger, i.e ., red.

No. 14. The suggestions relative to Nos. 11 and 13 bo th
apply in this case.
No. 20. To be provided with antomatic detonator placer,
arranged to put a detonator on the rail in the event of light
failure.
No. 21. Double yellow in its application to co-acting arms
.should not be permitted.
As age.neral rule the remarks relative to No. 11 would apply.
No. 22. This aspect is frequently met with and does not
conflict with any proposed aspect.
No. 23. As No. 12.
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No. 24. l'IIust never be perpetuated where electric lamps
arc provided, the spectacle being reglazed yellow as in No. 20.
No.25.
AsNo.11.
Nos. 30/34. Serve to illustrate the varying values of green
in manual block; whilst all mean " proceed," the length of
territo ry to which this permission applies is quite indefinite.
Nos. 40/41. With the introduction of R/(y) as the standard
call-on aspect in multiple-aspect signalling, it appears highly
desirable to conform to this for manual block operation, in which
case, the " C " on the illuminated screen would no longer be
necessary.
Nos. 42/4:-l, 44/45. To remain as at present, with relative
letter on illuminaterl screen.
Nos. 40/42/44. It is proposed that no normal ligh t he shown
in the subsidiary arms , mainly owing to the difficulty in finding
a suitable colour.
If white were used there woul d no doubt be a repetition of
the experience of the London l\Iidland and Scottish J.<ailway at
e1fanchester, where it was interpreted as yellow or green. If red
were used, it would appear to be a marker light leading a driver
to mistake the signal for a multiple-aspect signal anrl thereby
interpret incorrectly the green aspect of the top arm.
Briefly summarised, the following requirements are desirable
in applying electric lam ps o[ high beam candle power to manual
block signalling.
(a) Signal arms to be retained.
(h) Compulsory rule 40 at home signals.
(c) Lamp in top arm(s), generally unnecessary with
co-act ing arms.
(d) Distant "on" to be yellow.
(c) \Vhere a " distant " signal is l"ixcd he low a " stop "
signal, the light in the former to be switched out when the
,. stop" signal is" on."
(f) Automatic detonator placers to he provided at isolated
distant signals.
(g) Call-on aspect to be R/(y) with approach control and
no normal light.
(h) Normal light t o be dispensed with in subsidiary signals
Wand S .
.:.Vote:~The application of (c) and (g) t o ordina,ry scrna.phore signalling
is deserving of consicleration.
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(2) Replacing individHal semaphore signals by compiete signals
of the colour light type.

lt will at once be appreciated that, contrary t o No. (I), there
is no difference in construction whereby such signals may be
distinguished from colour light signals used as multiple-aspect
signals. This is where great care is essential to ensure that
conflicting aspects are not given.
It has already been laid down that multiple-aspect signals
will carry marker lights in contradistinction
to manual block
signals. This, however, does not apply to the " proceed "
aspect.
It is therefore proposed to deal first with the three main
signals in manual block operation, viz. :-distant,
borne, and
starting sif,'Ilals, and then by means of diagrams t o show the
method ol application .
Distant signul. The standard colours for this signal are :yellow-caution,
and green--proceed ; the .,e agree with the
8spects shown in appendix C, Nos. 20/32.
The distinction from multiple-aspec t signalling is given when
On-by the absence of the marker light.
0//--no distinction is considered necessary. See remarks
under " proceed " indication.
The automatic detonator phtcer will he necessary for reasons
already quoted.
A very valuable addition which can be made is a third-aspect
R, used only when a train is between the distant and h ome signal,
and serving to protect that train against a following one which
may improperly enter the section.
II ome signal. The standard colours for this signal arc rcdstop, and green-proceed,
the latte r being !,>iven even though
the slatting sip1al (where such exists) is at" danger."
Here the comparison between the two systems of signalling
utterly breaks down.
It would equally be ,nong to adopt yellow as the " of( "
indication of the home signal, as with all signals " off " and
the "distant"
shov.-:ing clear, a drive r would unnecessarily be
checked at the home signal ; the conclusion, therefore, must
be that whcllever a home signal is converted to the colour light
type it should be capable of showing at least three aspects, viz.,
R or Y or G, the additional expense of which would amply be
repaid by the additional facilities thereby given.
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This decision would result in the addition of the marker
light, making the aspects R/R, YjR, G, and possibly R/(y) if a
call-on signal is required.
Starting signal. The present sta11dard colours for this signal,
i.e., R and G, are as for the home signal and, assuming that no
advance starter 1s ahead or distant for the next cabin belo\v it,
these colours can be repeated as a colour ligh t signal without
fear of any misinterpretation.
Application to actual examples. On appendix J will be found
a series of diagrams illustrating the application of colour light
signals to a number of typical examples.
Fig. 1. Provide C/L distant si1:,•1ia.!.
Requirements :-Y ellow-N orn1al aspect.
l<ed-When train between signals Nos, 1 an d 2.
Green-When signals 2 and 3 bo th" off."
Diagram 2. \Vhere due to bad sight, such a.s an overbridge.
it is desired to convert the home signal No. 2 tu colour light type,
this would usually be done by method No . (1), i.e., by adding
electric lamp(s), modifying the signal construction to suit and
observing any of the relative requirements (a) to (h) on previons
pages.
Diagram 3. Where it is decided to convert all signals to
colour light type , every effort should be made to provide braking
distance between successive signals.
::S-o.2 becomes a three-aspect signal with marker light ; the
latter is also added to No. 1 {staggered).
Where braking distance is insufficient between Nos. 2 and :;
the sequence of aspects will be :---No. 3 at K
Ko. 2 at R until check contact reached 200 yards from
signal when Y is given.
No. 1 at Y.
Wh ere braking distance is sufficient between Nos. 2 and 3 the
sequence of aspects will be
Xo, 3 at R,
No. 2 at Y.
No. 1 at G, a dear g,rin of ½-mile unchecked running.
It will be seen that a train can therefore run at speed up to No.
2, being checked by Y at that signal to stop at No. 3. If the
previous train has come to a stand just inside that signal, the
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two trains could approach much closer than is desirable although
block working is in force,

This draws attention to a very imj)ortant fact, namely, that
even in manual block territory, where block clearance is a matter
for the signalman to govern when applying his stand ard
regu lations, it is further necessary to arrange an overlap (which
can take the fonn of an overrun) beyond any signals other than the
home signal which are full braking distance apart. This overrun
must he hascd on the formula ll-S before referred to, and in
conjunction with this an instruction should be given that, in
foggy weather, the home signal must be maintained at danger
until it is clearly seen that the speed of the train has been reduced.
Where full brake ove rlaps arc provided at each si;,'Ilal as part of
the installation the above fogging regulation would not be required.
Diagram 4.. In order to provide braking distan ce between
sign:,ls Nos . 2 and 3 in diagram 3, it would usually be best to move
tluc starting signal No. 3 far enough forwar d , track circuit being
provided between it and No. 2; but if, due to a level crossing
or to a similar cause, the starter cannot so be moved, then it
becomes necessary to move hack the hom e and ,lista.nt signals
Nos. I and 2 correspondingly.
Diagram 5 Illustrates a case where the distant signal
for the next cabin in advance comes on the starti ng signal No. 3.
J.t is assumed that tl1ere is full braking distance from tliis
distant signal to its relative home signal, but less than braking
distance between signals Nos. 2 an<l 3.
In these circumstances No. 3 becomes a three-aspect signal,
but does not carry a marker light (see definitio n ) as it leads to
manual block territory.
The sequence of aspects will be as follows:-·No. 3 at R.
No. 2 at R until check contact reached 200 yards from
signal , when Y is given.
No. I at Y.
l'io.3atY.
No.2atG.
No. I at G.
l)iagrarn 6. Illustrates a case where inner and outer dist.ants
for the box ahead are fixed respec t ively on the starter an d home
signals.
7
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It is assumed that there is full braking distance from the outer
distant signal to its relative home signal, but less than braking
distance between signals Nos. 2 an d 3.
In these circumstances No. 2 becomes a four-aspect signal,
the sequence of aspects being as follows:No. 3 at R (sequence as diagram 5).
No. 3 at Y.
No. 2 at Y/Y.
Nu. I at G.
Diagram 7. If, as in sh ort section working, there is less than
braking distance from the outer distant signal underneath
home signal !\'o. 2, diai:_,,,-am6, an attempt should be made to
re-position the signals so as to provi de this. \Vhcre this cannot
be done five- aspect signalling must be introduced, and the
sequence is as follows :-

X o. 3 at R

}

Ko. 2- at Y
or sequence as diagrams 5 and 6.
No. 1 at YjY
These alternatives are dete rmined largely by the actual
distance between signals ~os. 2 and 3 and the amount of overlap
which can be given beyond No. 3.
No. 3 at Y.
Ko. 2 at Y/Y.
Ko. I at Y/G.
l.t will be apparent from the above examples that in applying
multiple-aspect signals to intc rlockings, every effort shonl<l
be made to arrange their positions braking distance apart. Where
this canno t be done braking distance shuuld, as far as possible,
he given between alternate signals, in other words, snch signals
should alw<iysbefixed in relation tu braking distance rather than in
relation lo connections which they may he protecting.
Passing

from Manual Block to Multiple-Aspect
Signalling and Vice-Versa.
A number of engineers hold the opinion that the day will
soon come when it ~ill be necessary to 111arkin some way the
boundaries of the territory covered by the above dist inct systems
of signalling, so that a drive r can say figuratively that he is
stepping from one to the other.
As it has already been pointed Olli, provided that all signals
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are at " proceed " it is immaterial what the system is.
Only
when a driver is required to slow down or stop is it necessary to
indicate to him the system by which he is controlle d. The
presence or absence of the marker light provides this distinction,
as will be shown.
The arrangement is correct in principle, as has been seen :y /R refers to next signal only
Y refers to next signal and any others beyond,
therefore failure of the red light only extends the cautionary
control; in otl1er words, Y/R is "definite," but Y by itself is
"indefinite,"
It has already been laid down that a marker light sball not
he provided on a multiple-aspect signa l leadini; to manual block
territory, therefore the following distinction is obtained.

Passing from Manual Block to Multiple-Aspect.
According to circumstances, the cautionary aspect may be
separate (figure 1) or combined with th e rear M.B. signal (fi1,'l.lrc
2), see appendix K.
In both cases the presence of the marker light 011 the transposition signal is a clear indication t.hat multiple-aspect territory
is being e.ntcrcd and that green, when given, has a definite value.
An alternative to figure 2 is to fix the cautionary aspect as a
colour light unit under a semaphore arm as show11 by figure 3.
This, while not so straightforward as figure 2, may enable
considerable saving to be made wl1ere the top arm is a detected
signal, as the existing mechanical detection can re1nain.
The installation requirements arc that when the top arm is
" on," the colour light unit is "out."
When the top arm is
lowered the top red light is blanked out, and the necessary
cautionary or clear signal is given by the colour light unit.
A marker light is required to correspond with the arrangement
in figures 1 and 2.
Passing

from Multiple-Aspect to Manual Block.
according to circumstances, the
cautionary aspect may be separate (figure 4) or combined with
the rear mnltiplc-aspect signal(s) according to the available
braking distance (figure 5).
In both cases the advent of the solitary yellow in the manual
block cautionary signal is a clear indication of approach to a two-

tn this direction also,
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aspect " sto p " signal, the green indication oJ which, when
given on the tr ain approaching within 200 yards of it, has an
indefinite value .

Conclusion.
This p aper has not been written in any spirit of idealism, as
something to be read, commented on, and t hen lai<l aside for
possible use in t he distan t future.
On the contrary, it has been written in an endeavour to supply
the answers to a large number of problems which are pressing
to-day as a result of efforts succcssfolly to app ly colour light
signalling to the varying conditions met with in railway operat ion.
The proposals arc the result of very considerable study of t he
problem in its hroarlest outline, developed as a result of observation
during an American trip and applied to British conditions.
They arc the refore definite rccommc n<lations for immediate
adoption, and it is submitter! that, if adop ted in full, they form
a comprehensive and logical policy in the development of" signaling " in its most modern form.
There is no doubt in the writer's mind but that the colour light
signal will soon supersede t he semaphore as the point is rapidly
being approached where it hccomes an economic possib ility
to introduce it in carrying out ordinary renewals. So as soon as
this stage is reached the changeover will be very rap id ; it is
therefore highly desirable and, in fact, essential, tha t it s introduction shall be based on a defined plan which will improve
track capacity, considerably increase both efficiency and safety,
and also avoi d all ambiguity between two differing methods of
sir;nalling.
AI'I'EKDIX
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r;,,;STITUTJOX OF RAII.\'iA Y SIGNAL

ENGJ!\EERS.

Terms of reference to the CommiH.ee on Thn~e-position Signalliug,
appointed hy the Cmmci1 on :March 29th, 192 2 .
1. To comri.Uerand report \,..hether in view uf the weigh t . speed and
bra.king distance of (a) go<id~ trains, {b) express pa,!;i;.c
ngcr trains, {c)
s1tburban passengei: tra ins, (d) electric p<i.S!)cngertrains, any advantage
would be gained by the adoption of a third indication obtainable IJ? a
system of ttir ee.po sition signaJling .

JK RRT.ATlON

TO '.\{A:\TAr,
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2. To consider and define the most }iuita.ble a:-;pects of ihree•po:::iit:itm
signals as applied to t hrough running lraf:fic (c) by day, (f) by ,,ight, in
order t o in<licate unmi'ilakably
the exact: condition of the next signal
ahead ,\'it hont possihility of being interpreted in a lc~s n:stridivc manner
than inl:ended.

3. To consider and define the mos l suitahle aspects of three-position
signals ~s applied to diverging m cwemc n.ts at ju nctions (g} by day, (h)
hy night , in artier to in<li.cate unmfr:,takahly the geograp h ical direction
of the route sel up-the
speed to Im Oh!icrv etl-wit ho ui possibility ol
being interpreted in a k..,s restrictive 111,rnner than intended.
To cn11sider and report whether tht:: indk at ions sh ould be given.
position of arms in a hor"i.:i:ontal group (on separate pn!-its)
or by arms placed one above the othrr in a ve-rtieal group {on th!;;' same
post).
4.

by the relative

A PPEN VIX

J.>

:\!IC\ISTRY OF TRANSPORT REQUREMENTS
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Extract., relative ta .~ig-nalling which a.re 1'£jcYredto or arc
modified by the recomme nd ation s of ,-eporf.
At diverging junctions, one " distant " signal onfy sl1011ld be provided,
wnrked for the junction line over which the highest spee-d is permh,!;ible,
unless in except.ion;:11 cin:urn};tanc:es more are essential.
\".'here special circmnstance:s, e.,;., permanent spt:cd restrictiori, justify
the adoption of :1.n nn\vOrked signal. it sho uld be St'curc:d in the warning
position and not coup led op or duplicated for directing pmpw;es.
At diverging
fol" ea.ch direction

jur1ctions. , a 8cpa rat c rnnning
nf movement.

!iignal will he necessary

At diverging junc t ions , bra.cl<el sig n als ate preferred to sign a ls carried
on separate posts, unless there arc reasom; to the contrary.
A. special type. of shunting signal fo r '"...rong line movement is not
considered necessary.
In case1; where it i!) not 1io~sible tu turn. the movement in lhe i-ight direction on to a running line by reversing a cross-over,
or on to a siding by reversing the poin(!-1an indication , visible by night a.nJ
<lay, of the limit of such mnvetn.ent will me et tltc case.
\Vit h semaphore signalling, indications for " calling -on " movements
to he given by a. small arm carried under tht:: r elat ive " slop " arm. By
night, a white light to be shown in normal position,· a n d the light auth(lrising
the" calling-on " movement to he green .. '' Calling..:on '' signa ls lo be u!Sed
only fol:' t ho specific: 'Purpose o:[ indicating to a driver, either that the line
bct,.i,rcen the '' calling on." signal and the next "stop"
signal (or buffer
slop, when there is no ' 's t op" signal in advance) is occupied, or th,1-t
he fa requi.·ctl to stop for instructions at the -!iig"ll.al
box ahea<l..
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'' Stop,. signttls when working automatically
untl er the 4 ' stop and
proceed" regula t ion should br: distinguished by the letter "A."
In the
case of controlled signals, when working au t omatic a lly t he leHer "A"
should be vif;iblc hoth by nig ht and by day, and ishould be t)bscured when
the "stop and proceed" regulation docs not apply.
Light signals of an approved tY},e shoulcl be use d , in pla ce of sema•
phores , for three- or more aspect signalling. They may also be used for
two-a.5pcct signalling,
Front lights of all running signals to be red for Jangcr , yello,v for caut ion
{including the v,.•arning position of " distant"
signals), and green Ior clear.
Foz- t wo-po~ition shunting signals, the normal light ind ication may be
either red or yellow. The r~d light to he used only when it is n ece ssary
to indicate that the signal is 11ol to lie pnssC'd without special permission.
\inlcss. it iis in the "clear"
position.
Jn other ca ses yellow to be us.eel.
In the ca:;e of shunt ahead signals, etc. , carried under r unnin g arms, the
light-; used to be th e same as those for " calling-on " sign a ls, with lettering
~s necessary .
The arms 0£ all stop signars, and the '' danger"
or " on " aspect
exhibited hy all light !'lignal:,, ,vhid1. cannot readily be seen by the ~ignalma.n,
and the arms of all " distan t " signals, to be repea.t~U in the signal-box.
fr o m whi ch they are worked.
It is des.irable that the lig h t i; of a.ti semaphore " stop" and ,. distant " signals upon important lines with l1igh
spee<l traffic , should be repeated, unless ei t her th e fr out or back lig h ts can
roadily be seen from an adjacent signal-box.
A red light to be used by n ight to tletiitc. the posi t ion of bu ffer stop1;
of platf orm arriva l lines.

at the termination

TNTRODUCT!WY

RE11ARKS .

The Chairman, at th e opening of the meeting, on behalf
of the members of the Institute ut Transport, offe red a hearty
welcome to the members of the Institution of Railway Signal
Engineers, and, in particular, to :VIr.C. Ctrslake their President.
It was a happy suggestion that the two b od ies, which were
jntercstcd in comn1o n in matters such as signalling) should 1neet
together and pool the experience o{ those who were primarily
concerned with signalling in its t echnical aspec ts with that of
those who perhaps had to suffer un<lcr signalling in its practical
aspects as railwaymen.
The discussion that evening was to he introduce d by a paper
by Mr. A. F. Bound , the Signalling Engineer to the London,
Midland and Scottish Railway, who occupied the most eminent
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position which could be attained by any ra ilway signal engineer
in this country , being directly responsible for the signalling of
the London, :\Edland and Scottish Railway.
The µresent was perhaps a particularly opportune time to
discuss the subject, since signalling was passing through a stage
of transition from the old-fashioned types of signal to the new,
and when there were many problems which needed considerat ion
and-which
was even more difficult than consideration-needed
promp t decision. JI-Ir. Bound brought forward in his paper
many problems which needed immediate decision in order that
standards might be adopted for use and development in conjunction with the Englis h railway systems.
At the outset, however, Mr. Pick humorously observed that
he wished to dissociate himself from the paper, because he had
looked at it as an Underground man an d he found that the Underground system was swept aside wit h a few very curt and brief
references. 1\1r. Hound seemed to think that all that was
necessary on the Dndcrground system was a simple one-light
arrangcmen t \Vith red for stop and green for go, whereas even
Oxford Street had a yellow cautionary light 1

DISCUSSIO::\'.
The Chairman (Mr. Frank Pick), said lhc Au thor had
described his paper as bu t a stage towards the development of
a final system of signalling, and it was valuable to see how, stage
by stage, progress was made lrom simple to complex and then
once more, as things settled down, from complex to simple,
because in the end a signalling sy~ten1 n1ust become something
quite simple and be readily understandable even by tl1ose wh o
were not conversant with its technical details.
He thanked the Author for the pains he ha d taken in
preparing the paper so that all might shar e in the experience
which came to those who were fortunate in being placed in
positions of responsibility in having to carry forward th e
development of signalling.
Personally, he did not propose
to venture on any criticisms oI or cmnments un the paper, since
he was u:nahlc to proceed in those technical fields with safety ;
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bnt it gave him great pleasure to propose a vote of thanks to the
Author, which he would ask Mr. Carslake to second.
Mr. C. Carslake, President of tbe Institu tion of Railway
Signal Engineers, in seconding the vote of thanks described the
paper as the finest treatise on multiplc-asp€ct signalling which
had yet been produced. It was of particular interest to him
personally because in his recent Presidential Addres s he had
definitely referred to the desirability ol tab ula.ting recommendations as to the lines on which colour light signalling should
develop in this country and he had suggested th at th e Institution
of Railway Signal Engineers-which
pr epared the original report
on three position signalling-was a fitt ing body to formulate th e
more ambitious proposals.
The Author's contribution woold be a valuable add ition to
the Proceedings of the Ins t itute of Tra nsport and of the Institution of lfailway Sig-nal Engine ers for the re>L,on that it
contained concrete proposals for rlcaling with practically every
railway signalling cond ition that w as likely to he met in this
country.

In 1915 Mr. Bound had read a pap er before the Ins t itution of
l:failway Signal Engineers entitled, " :\ review o[ the art of
signalling a nd some suggestions ." At that tim e it had not only
created a great deal of discussion and sonic con t:rovcrsy, but it
h:ul been necess,rry to have two meetini;s t o deal with it fuHv.
Some of the suggestions he then put forward were ref;ardeu a~
revolutionary hut to-day they were common place practice. It
was quite probable that the proposals outlined in this second
paper would be star,dar<l practice in a few years time .
The present joint meeting was the first of its kinrl, but it was
obviously so successful that hr. since rely hopc,d further meeti ngs
of the two bodies would be held in future.
The vote o[ thanks was then put and carried °".-i
th acclarnation.

Colonel A. H. L. Mount opening the disrnssio11 said he had
heard it whispered th at he was expected to launch out on a
criticism of the Author's proposals, but railway officers would
know that he never aiticised.
He had certain opinions which
he endeavoured to ventilate or impress on others, but he would
not cross swords with any of the emin ent signal engineers pr esent
whose skill and efficiency he appreciated.
It was in that light that he viewed the valuable paper presented by Mr. Bound. It was obviously the result of the Author's
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experiences in America, and it set out clearly his appare nt
intentions. There were many controversial pl)ints in the paper,
but it came at an opportune time. While he <lid not propose to
be controversial, he joined issue with the Author's implied
criticism in the passage which read : " This is where tl1c
Americans have been fortunate, as they arc not hampered hy
tra.rlition nor have they the conservatisn 1 of the British. " Later
in the paper, the Author curnpla.ined that the older school of
thought had had mattrrs much too mn ch their own way. He
(the speaker) doubted whe t her we in this country really had a
great deal to learn from other countries, where conditions were
very different. "\Ve should be wise if we ,vorked out our own
salvation. \Vhile anx.ious to be receptive of new ideas, he hoped
those concerned with signalling would remain, if not conservative,
at any rate true to their traditions, wltich had surely been
simplicity first and foremost, the primary consideration hcing
"What does th e driver want to know to enable him to run at
maximum applicable speed? " Further, " What is the safest,
n1ost efficient, least confusing and cheapest way of giving him
the message he requires ? "
He expressed his af,'fCcmcnt with the Author's opening
statement, namely, that one of the most pressing needs in the
modem signalling world appeared to be some greater co-ordination.
There was no doubt that the time was rapidly approaching when
a discussion should lie initiated by the four n1ain line companies
with a vie\,,to obtaining uniformity of princip les and an adequate
degree of standardisation of colour light codes in mnltip lc-aspcct
signalling. As was said hi the very apposite rema rk by Mr ..
Rudd, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, which wa.s quoted in the
paper, " a given signal aspect nmst transmit the sarne infonna.tion
at all times, at all places, and under all conditions."
He thought
it woulrl be agreed that that was of fundamental importance.
Mr. W. Challis said the President of the Institute of Transport
ha d referred to the fact that the Author passed over very quickly
the signalling on the Undergroun d Railways. Personal ly, h e
would r-:o a step further and say the Au thor had also passed
over all the railway signalling in this country!
The Author had referred to the fact that in 1923 the Great
Central Railway ins talled three-as pect signalling between
Marylebone and Neasden. He believed that had given entire
satisfaction.
It was clclihcratcd upon by the Committee on
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Tluee-position Signalling, and, as there were four members
on that Committee who had large experience on the Underground
Railways, it might be said that three-aspect signalling was
built up primarily from two-aspect signalling, namely, a repeater signal under each stop sigi1al in the rear ; it was in effect
three-aspect signalling .
\Vhen referring to Appendix E , diagram 2, the Author had
s tated that the red aspect of tbe repeater would never be seen
by the driver in normal working, hut that a red aspect would be
shown when approached after a driver had passed a rear stop
signal uncler the one-m inute or other time rule ; yet on the right
hand side of that diagram the Author gave a three-as pect signal
showing a single yellow and the two-aspect a red. He asked for
a further explanation on that point as it might he he had not
understood the diagram. The diagram gave 1,700 yards between
each three-aspect signal, and lhc J\uthor claimed tbat, with a
two-aspec t repeater signal 700 ya rds ahead of the three-aspect,
the driver could proc eed unchecked an additional 70cJ yards ;
he had also stated that 1,000 yards could be taken as an absolu t e
overlap. If that were so, then with three-aspect signals placed
1,000 yards apart, 6 signals would be requi red in the dist3Jlce
in question, which would total 18 aspects, while the Author's
scheme required 20 aspects, and if the speaker understood
the position correctly the capacity o( the line would not be as
much under the Author's scheme as und er the other.
On !\larch 21st, 1926, the Southern Railway installed fouraspect signalling from Holborn to Elephant and Castle, and on
June 27th of the same year between Charing Cross, Cannon
Street and Borough Market, and subsequent ly a vast signallinµ;
installation at London Bridge, all with four-aspect signalling,
and later again to )few Cross and St. John's ; furt her , the
company was installing three and four-aspect signals mixed up
together for anot her hundred track miles. He suggested that the
knowledge the Southern Railway officers and engincmen had
obtained iu those six years, proved that a good system of si1,'nalling
had been provided.
The Author had also recommended a complete overla p.
That might be ellicacious where trai n control existed.
The
Author had men tioned that a driver might miss a light, and on
reaching the next signal find it at rc,d, and hacl suggested that the
driver should have an overlap sufficient for him to pull up when
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travelling a.t his highest rate of speed. He (the speaker) thought
that if the driver missed one signal he might miss the next one,
and he did not believe an absolute overlap was of any use whatever unless there was complete train control, or at lea,t a warning.
He agree d with the Author's contention th at atms should be
retained on manual worked signals ; that practice would he of
great help as a distingu ishing mark between multiple-aspect
signals and manual signals. At the same time there might be
cases, as had happened once or fa.vice in bis experience, where
there ,vas not roon1 to put a semaphore ann, as IOr instance
under a bridge.

Mr. F. Bushrod said he regarded the paper as very valuable,
"in that it set out present prac:tic.ein this country and n1odern
prnctice in America, and thus gave a starting point from which
it was possible to build up in the future. There could be no question
that colour light signalling had come to stay. \Vhether tha t
colour light sii,'Ilalling was of the three, four or five aspect type
was a matter for the future, but speaking from his experience
as a tratlk man, and of three and four colour light aspects, he could
not see that any case had been made out for anything beyond
four aspects. The Author might be right in advocating five,
but it would be interesting to have some illustration oJ the need
which called forth the live-aspect system in America.
With respec t to speed signalling, to which the Author ha d
directed attention, the speaker could not profess to have read
the paper so carefully or to have studied the question ol speed
signalling so closely as to be able to speak conclusively as to its
value. At first blush it struck one as somewhat complex . It
would be uf interest to hear from the Author as tu its value in
America ; certainly at first sight its value was not appa rent.
The Author had referred t o the line of demarcation between
the present mechanical systems and c.olour light sys terns, and
he (the speaker) agreed that sooner or later tliat problem would
need to be solved. Whether the marker light was the right way
of dealing with it might be questioned, because it would be seen
from the appropriate diagram that when the colour light was
green the marker light disappeared, which seemed to him to be
extraordinary; it meant that, in the case of restrictive lights,
the driver was given an indication of the type of signal he ·was
approaching, but when he was given an unrestricted signal
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that indication was not aflorded ; yet to a traffic olliccr that was
the only timr. when it was wanted.
He would like to express the hope that, as a result of the
present meeting, an oppor tunity for further discussion would be
afforded, possibly in a more restricted area, becanse it was
obvious that so vast a problem required very close application.
He felt that, :following the submission of the paper, it might be
possible to sec more daylight on all the problems which it presented, nnd from that point uf view tl,e Author was to be congratulated on the close attention he had given to the subject
and on the food for tho ught he had provided .
.Mr. A. Moss said the Author undoubtedly had given all
those concerned with railway signall.ing much to think about ;
whilst there were many points upon which it was impossible to
disagree there ,i,.·erecertain features upon which opinion might
not be uu~milnous. It was vitally necessary to distinguish
bclwccn colour light signals used in manna! block territory and
multiple-aspect territory. The practice o! replacing mechanic ally
operated signals by colour light signal> in difficult locations was
becoming more frequent and any extension of multiple-aspect
signalling in proximity thereto was almo.,t sure lo lead to misunderstanding unless sorne means of differen tiation ,verc adopted.

The Author had expressed the view that approach lighting
would he the means of enabling colour light signals to be adopted
more widely in the future. ln certain instances that might be
so. but it must not be overlooked that. the maximum benefit to
be derived from approach lighting was dependent upon an
infrequent. service of trains. In such cases there would appear
to be no necessity to alter the signa lling on the score of increasing
line capacity ; therefore, the cost entailed in installing an
approach lighted colour light signal would have to be set against
the bare cost of renewing the existing arrangcm.cnt, and this
1night not be found in practice to be so remunerative as 1,,vas
anticipated .
On the suggeste d arrangement of protective controlled colour
light signals the Author seemed to have departed , in certain
conditions, from the prindpl.c of a fouling movement having
the protection of two red indications. The speaker considered
that for uniformity it might be advan t ageous always to adopt
the principle outlined in diagram 8, Appendix E, sheet 2, t he
controls being varied in accordance with the type of block in use.
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Under this arrangement., all junctions would have "free"
acceptance at all times, the only variant being that, during fog
trains would need to be kept at the outer signa l )Io. 2.
The
prnpcsal to use detonator placers in conj nction with i,olated
colour Jigh t distant signals raised the question of the replacement
of the detonator when a lamp had failed a n<l the apparatus had
ftmctionerl. Cases were not unknown of the apparatus beint,;
minus the detonato r, in which contingency the ,varning would

not be available.
He considered the Author said some very hard things about the
antagonists ol speed signalling ; hitherto the protagonists had
never put lorward a scheme wholly acccptahle . Xow, however.
the Author " sugared the pill " by combining routing with speed
indications and thereby elimi n ated the main objections previously
held against "speed " signalling.
The examples given in Appendix l', diagrams l to 4, showed
very clearly the gene ral application of the principle, although
diagram I appeared to require amendment to obviate " high

speed

green ,, indication leading up to a red " indication.
Mr. G. H. Crook said the members or th<: Institution of
H

</

Kailway Signal Enh<ineers, at all events, kn ew exactly wh at h is
opinions were on the subject under rliscussion. He wished to
congratulate the Author on his great achieve1nent in trying to
set out the anomalies, the inconsistencies and the 1imitations
o[ some of the present systems and to reduce t hem to a sane and
logical order. It was a fonnidahlc task, and. the Author had
rendered the signalling world, and inrlecd the railway world in
general, a great service.
One or two speakers had already referred in some detail to
the grea t bogey of the line of demarcation between the two
systems.
He had had some ten or eleven years' practical experience on speed signalling, and he was inclined to think, in tlte
words of an old saying, that an ounce of practice was worth a
ton of theory. \Vhen speed sif,'Ilalling was introduced on the
line with which he was associated, th ere were exhibited notice
boards inscribed " Entering Three-Position Territo ry '' and
"Entering
Two -Posit ion Territory."
ultimately
those hoards
became very dirty and illcgihlc, and t he traffic and locomotive
departments
were asked whe ther they should be repainted ;
the answer was" No, take them away."
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The position he took up was that the first thought should be
for the drivers, and any thing that could be done to help them
was the primary duty of signal engineers. The driv er's work
had become much more onerous in recent years, with longer
journeys , heavier trains and higher spee<ls, but worst of all the·
aspects at junctions and other places tended, with the expansion
of railway facilities, to becom e more complicat ed. From that
point of view he had every sympath y with the I\ uthor in his.
efforts towards simplifi cation.
It would take too long to comment on the detai ls of the
scheme. The paper needed thoro ugh study an d, althoug h he
had no great liking for committees , he hoped facilities would be
provided for the further considera t ion of the paper.
Ile had been amused by what the Auth or had said about
the Cornrnitlc c on Thre e-position Signalling. Ile believed
that apa rt from the gentlmnan who signed th e minority report ,
he was the only m1e who had had the courage to say anything
against ir.
He <lid nol wish the Au thor to regar d his remar ks as other
than highly complimentary.
Personally , he disliked the term
" multiple aspect " ; h e thought it wa s simply an eye and ear
catching term, and a complete misnomer. Wli at reall y was intended wa.s "progressi ve " signalling . Multi ple aspects ha rl
always existed ; the bugbear of the syst em had been multiplicit y
of aspects. One had only to gu to Piccadill y Circus to see multipl e
aspects.
He thought the Au thor had had a little d"ifficulty in tr ying to
circumvent that contrarlictory aspect of red over yellow . It
was 1nost unfortunate ; it seemed to l1im to be one or the legacies
banded down as the result of an un balancerl psychol ogical per iod
which followed soon after the war. The aspect was radically
wrong . There were two lights ; one indicat ed " Stop " and the
ot her said " Go ". The change to the yellow light was corr ect
an<l defensible in regard lo the isolated distant signal, but shoul d
never have been carried out in regard to combine d home and
dist ant si;,'l1als. He thought it was quite wron g, and much mone y
had been wasted iu making that change.
Wh en re ferring t o marker lights, the Aut h or b ad mentio ned
the one or two minute rule. Th e marker light appar ent! ),'
signified a permissive aspe ct and allowed tb e drive r to pass
after a stop of one or two minutes. He asked, why one or two
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minutes?

\Vhy not stop and then proceed ? How the driver did
It was not a matter of time ; if
he stopped, that was sufficient.
He (the speaker) would be
more revolutionary.
The Author had also had to face that most difficult ques tion
of fog and fog working. There was only one solution for that,
count one or two minutes?

namely, auton1atic train control in some form or other.

Using the Author's own te1m of multiple~aspcct signalling, it
really amounted t o a more equal splitting up of the block sections,
giving equal space, or rather, in modern language, equal times.
lt was often possible to learn something from some of the older
sciences, ancl a rather interesting and beautiful parallel occurred
to him from the realm of music. In the old world scales, the
progressions fron1 one tone to another were vc-ry erratic. One of
those old scales, as a matter of fact, dated from the time of

Pythagoras, about B.C. 500. This was continued, among others,
fur very many years, and it 1nadc orchestration very difficult
in rcroot.c keys in consequence of the unequal intervals. Bach.
who wa, both a mathematician and a musician, solved the
problem by making these tone intervals of equal value. That
was exactly what the Author was t rying to no with multipleaspect signalling.
\\'ith respect to t he speed signalling of junctions, in the case
of a j unc.tion with three converging lines t here might be a n()fmal
speed of anything up to 90 or JOOmiles an hour, if th e locomotive
coukl do it, and there would be a green light. The signa l for a
train coming off the branch at 25 miles an hour would show a
green iighl, and the signal for a train coming out ol a siding at
10 miles an hour showed a green light. They all showed the same
green light. The great advantage of a speed signalling system
of the character the Author had described wa.s that for all those
converging movements there would be a fairly defini t e speed
value indicated to the driver, and the speake r thought that
was of very great val ue.
In the case of distant signals, it did seem somewhat illogical
to give the driver infonnation regar ding rlivcrgcnce at a mile
away from tlie junction point. The problem was further complicated \\·here there were one or n1orc home sit,rnals intervening

between the splitting disiants and the actual junction , because
first one had a directional signal, then a uni directional signal,
then pe rhaps another unidirectional signal and then a splitting
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signal which was directional. The whole situation was complicated but he Lelievcd it could be simplified under the system
of signalling proposed.
Even speed signallers were likely to look at the same subject
differently, and as the Aut h or h ad been to America recen tly it
was possible he was a little more up-to-date than t he speaker
could claim to be. >(aturally, alter some years on ro11tc signalling
one tended to become a route signaller, in t he letter if not in the
spirit.. He wished the Author success in the effort on which he
had emba rked and, as he had gone practically 90 per cent. o[ the
way to the speed signaller 's heaven, he hoped he wou ld ultimately
reach it.
Mr. \V. \Vood said t hat whateve r migh t be the concensns
of opinim, about the ethics of the paper, he thought electrical
engineers would agree that it was possible to equip all the aspects
clr.ctrically; the circuits~cornplicated
as they \Vere-- -,vere
quite practicable filld sa fe and refothle resul ts could be obtained.
One point concerned the availability ol electricity at the
present time. N<) doubt the Author had worked out in his own
mind how he would he able to obtain the necessary power for his
signals, and it was to be noted that he had very cleverly restricted
the aspects in areas where a cheap and ahundant supply af
electricity was not obtainable. The grid and its intc rconnectors
could not help for a very long time and _, a.s main line traction was
hangini; fire , and it might be some while before it was an accomplished fact, there was not the advantage of electricity alongside
the track to tap in for the signalling arrangements.
It would help the Author's scheme if he could ·1icsure of an
abundant supply of electricity at his various locations , and he
had rightly had recourse to what was known as approa ch lighting
fron1 primary batteries. They ,vere ecuno1nically sound and
were working successfully. But primary battery maintenance
was very high, and in the working out of part of the scheme
in question, he wondered whether the modern innovation of
small petrol units of, say, ½-h .p., giving about 120 watts, was
not a very much cheaper proposition tha11 primary batteries.
The cost per nnit of primary batteries at a large number of these
locations was high and averai;cd about fifteen shillings. Petrol
sets, on the other hand, could be started by maintenance men
and knocked off automatically ; they had always the accumu-
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lat or as a standby, and seemed astonishingly cheap in maintenance. They were used large ly by the Post Office.
Mr. C. R. Byrom said the necessity for and value of the
paper was bound up in the last paragraph, which read: " the
colour light signal will soon supersede the semaphore, as the
point is rapidly being approached where it becomes an economic
possibility to introduce it in car rying out ordinary renewals.
So soon as this stage is reached the changeover \Vill hr. very rapid ;
it is there fore highly desirable and in fact, essent ial, that its
introduction sh«ll be based on a defined phtn."
As a trallic officer, he desired emphatically to express the view
that, in the interests of the railway companies of this country,
it was essential. that trallic ollkcrs and signal engineers should
at once draw up an agreed standard system for what he would
still call muliiple-aspcct signalling,
There were many points in the paper which might be controversial, but: it contained the basis of a sound standard system
of multiple-aspect. sip1alling, to go no further than that. He
was satisfied tha.t agreement could be reached on these controversial µuints.
Speed signalling was a subject which should be given the most
earnest attcnti<>n illld progress should be made with it so far as
it was possible lo du so. It \Vas 1mdesirable to be too conservat ive in this country or to think it net:essary to go to any
particular country for ideas.
The railways had a great deal to gain from the introduction
generally of a colour light system of signalling , the use o( such
signalling in fog would render possible t he withdrawal of fog
signalmen when traffic officers were satisfied as to the penetrating
power of the light signals. Carcfnl consideration would need
to be given by traffic ollicers to the question of overlaps.
The Chairman said the President of the Tnsti tu t ion o[
Railway Signal ~:ngineers ha.cl intimated to him that he. thought
a further discussion in the more restricted field to which one
speaker had referred was desirable, illld he would welcome to
the meeting of the Institution of Railway Signal Enh'lneers at
which that discussion wo11ld take place any traffic oflicers belonging to the Institute of Transport who would like to attend
and take part.
As a layman, he did not care to take part in the discussion,
but he had been thinking that a simple system of signalling
1
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would be a series of single lamps ; green : proceed, two blocks
ahead clear; yellow: caution, one block ahead dear;
and
red : stop-a
one-light indicatio n with th ree aspects. If it
were desired to go a stage furt her and have two light s, a double
indication, that would necessa rily give five aspects , and he
believed a logical sequence there would be :·. -two greens : four
blocks ahead clear ; green over yellow : three blocks ahead
clear ; two yellows : two ; yellow over red : one ; two reds :
stop. Th at seemed to him perfectly simple and logical, an d
he could not understand why any con fusion should arise ; so
he was tempted, with all respect to signal engi neers , to suggest
that, as a lo;,rical solution uf the five-aspect signa lling problem,
both systems gave a uniform spatia l indication. All that was
required was to define \.vhat was a " block " or the n1inlmum
distance between signals. \\'ithout any chan ge in indication
the five-aspect signalli ng system enabled the dr iver to judge
his proper speed-for green ohv iously permitte rl full speed by
reason of the considerable space ahead that wa s d ear. Y elluw
permitted only a checked speed a nd as soon as red appeared a
still more checked speed. The five-aspect signalling system
could be adapted to institute a check on speed at junctions, or
even to establish temporary speed che cks on ru nning lines by a
kind ul syncopa tion which cut out the gre en. Tbere could be
little doubt that it represented a step in progress of importance
and significance, and Mr. Bound was to he congratulated on
br inging it so lucidly and fully belu re the meeti ng .

C0'.\1M ONTCATE ll lllSCUSSION.
Mr. H. C. \Valter:
Some comments may he made on the
question of "speed " signalling. Past practice in this country
has been in the direct ion of " rou t e " si;,'lla lling-as witness
the complicated forests of posts and semaphore arms at big
junctions-and
this has been carri ed back to the dist ant si/,'llal
position, providing at that puint as many am1s as there \Vere
at the actual junction . But in rcce11t years, the custom h as
been tu provide only one distur,t signal, which has been operated
lor the fast-running route but has been incapahle of operation
for diverging lines-· thus, to an extent, the principle of" speed"
signalling has been admitted.
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At present entire responsibility is placed upon drivers-and
will he for many years to come ; for that reason they are expected
to know every inch of the road, by <lay or by night. Fixed
signals are a means of indicating to them the condition ahead ;
the information having been provided, it is the driver's duty
tu contro l the running of his train accordingly. If the driver
is told on what route he is to run (by means of" route "signalling),
he may justifiably be expected to do the rest. If he is given
only a "speed " indication-admittedly
vague-it
seems that
the eng incmen arc not receiving all possible help.
It may be
suggested , then, tha t "speed " sip1alling is essentially wrong.
The introduction of colour light signalling seems to 1,,jvc a
wonde rful opportunity for abolishing ihe necessity for a driver
passing at speed (as opposed to a calling-on or shunting movement)
a danger indication app licable to the road on which he finds
himself. \Vhcrc speeds arc sluw, as when en t ering a terminal
station, llie principle has hccn adop t ed of pu l ling but one signal
for each line, couplerl with a route indica tor to shew which
pla t form road is to be used.
It would appear that very much the same thing should be
done for a high-speed running n1ovcment, using therefor hvo
or three " moonligh t -white " lights, accor ding to the number
of routes, placed in a horizontal row. The colour is used on the
French State Rai lways, I believe. These route- lights should
apply according to the route to be used-·the Jell-hand light
for the left-hand route, and so on----a.nd should illuminate only
in combination with a yellow or green signal indication, whilst
the feed to the signal indication should pass through the routclight. Thus, in case of danger, a driver would see only one red
light applicable to his line. For " caution " or " clear " he would
of necessity have both t.he signal-indication and the routeindication; or, in the case of light failure, nothing at all, as at
present; this failure would of course, as at present , he repeated
in the signal box.
If it is considered essenfod to give the drive r further warning
of his diversion, this could be arranged-as
it is now in certain
cases-by controlling the " clear " imlication by means of a short
approach track-circuit.
It is suggested tl1at the a bove system would have the
advantages of simplicity, of cheapness (as compared wit h the
system outlined by lvlr. Bound), and of giving the driver full
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information as to what is to happen to his train, whilst leaving
hiln to use his o,vn intelligence according to circumstances and
having regard to any standing instructions at the point concerned. The Ministry of Trans port Requi rements touch on this
matter.

THE AFl'HOR'S

KE:PLY.

The Author, in reply, said it might well be that an apology
was due to Mr. Pick for the fact that, in Appendix C, the Underground Railways had been dismissed with a red and a green light ;
personally he had intended that should be regarded as a great
compliment, lx,causc if he had attempter! to describe fully all
that they did for the speedy and safe working of tranic there
would have been little room for anything else in the paper ; he
claimed, therefore, to have taken the on!y course possible by
disposing of the l'.nderground Railways quickly and so leave
him to develop the subject of aspecls for mixed traffic operation.
Although Col. }loun t intimated that he would not criticise
the paper, he had challenged th<, criticism therein of British
conservatism, He (the Author) was definitely of tbe opinion
that this conservatis1n had, to son1r- ,~xtent, hampered progress
and, whilst agreeing that we in this country had ,wt a i;reat
deal tu learn from other countries, we should nevertheless be
receptive of their ideas, profit hy their mistakes, and be prepared
to adapt and adopt anything that appeared to offer definite
advantages,
He trus t ed the apology he had already made to Mr. Pick
would satisfy Mr. Challis, who also ha,l taken him to task for
his scanty reference to the Unrlergruund Railways, but it was
certainly inaccurate to say he had 1x1ssed over all the signalling
in this country, seeing that every known aspect nune directly
or indirectly unde( review.
\Vith reference tu Appendix E., diagram 1 showed the
cautionary aspect 1,700 yds. plus the overlap to the rear of the
train, whilst in diagram 2 the corresponding signal was at green,
the cautionary a,qpect hcing 700 yrk plus overlap from the
obstruction, hence the claim for an additional 1,000 yds, unchecked
running.

He was not aware of any statement that 1,000 yds. could
be taken as an absolute overlap and the speaker's remarks
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appea re<l tu show a misapprehension of the Author's intentions.
The Southern Railway had every reason to be pro11d of their
three and fo11r aspect colo11r light system, the main variation
suggested by the paper is the addition of the marker light.
Mr. llushrnd was a traffic officer for whose wide knowledge
of railway operating the Author ha d the greatest respect. Mr.
Bushrod said there had been no case up to t he present on the
Southern Railway of multiple aspect colour light signalling
calling for rnure than four aspects.
He (the Aut hur) thought cond itions were such generally
that five aspect sit,'nalling would be a ra1i ty, but after all it was
entirely a question of braking distance aitd just as it was found,
in the early days of three aspect signalling in this country , that
the situation of the Y did not always afford sufficient braking
distance and so called for a fourth aspect Y /Y, so it may be
found, as the application develops, that the situ ation of the
Y /Y may not invariably provide adequate braking distance for
trains travelling at the highest speeds ; therefore, in laying out
a complete system ol signalling, it is necessary tu take into
account all the possibilities which may occur.
In regard to the proposal that the marker light should go out
when the signal shows green, he had tried to mak e his view
clear although it was not easy lo do so.
Throughout the system no lights are shown that do not
fulfil a USl!fulallll definite purpose. If all sir.,'llalswere at green
un, say, a journey from \Vaterloo tu Southampton what help
would it be to a driver to tell him which was manual. block and
which was multiple aspect territory ? They all mean the same
thing, namely, "proceed," and with this k nowledge all a driver
needs to know additionally is which stations he is to stop at , and
the location of various pennanent speed restrictions.
It is not until he has to slow down by signal indication Y,
or stop by indication R, that it becomes necessary for a driver
to know the type of signal he is obeying, and then it is clearly
denoted hy Y/O or Y/R leadi ng up to l{/O or R /R, the former
indicating a distant signal just ·as it does to-day calling fur the
operation of Rule 40 at the home signal, which when turned
to green dues not mean next signal " off," whereas the latter
indicates a multiple aspect signal ahead wh ich if turned to green
does mean next signal " off."
The psychological effect of keeping the red up when the
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aspect is green would be ba rl and it must be remembered that
to many of the older drivers this combination inst inctively
means home " off " distant " on."
He (the Author) was very glad to not e that Mr. Bushrod
agreed that sooner or later the problem of demarcation would
need to be solved, therefore the earlier this was attempted the
better .
He was pleased to hear the folJowing speaker, Mr. l\foss, say
he also was of this opinion.
He would like to emphasize the fact that the q uestion of
approach lighting was ent irely one of economics and once its
application and possibilities were accep ted, no othe r factor
need be taken into account ; furthe r , colo11r light signa ls of any
type would not be introduced unless there was ev ery good re ason
for the installation and then it would be incumbent upon the
Signal Engineer to provide h is railwa y with maximum facilities
at n1inimun1cost.
He was not aware of any definite principle of a fouling movement having t he protection of two red aspects, espe cially in
colour light te rritory, but he submitted tha t having regard to the
differing conditions between dear and foggy wea ther, this
condition was met in the latter case, whilst giving flexibility of
operation in the former.
\Vith rcfcrcnc.r. to the detonator pla cer, he could only say
that if it was properly looked after it might reasonably be hopcrl
that, when the time came for it t o be used, the detonator would
be in the machine. A driver exploding o,ie, due to th e light
being out, would stop and report the matter at the si;,'Tlalcabin
and, until replaced and the light restored, the relative rules
would apply in the case of following trains.
He was indebted to Mr. Moss for calling attent ion to the
obvious error in Appendix F. diagram 1, where, in the first
example, Y instead of G should lead to signal D at R.
He certai,ily had looked to Mr. Crook for suppor t and very
much appreciated the remarks he had made . He agreed with
Mr. Crook's criticism ol the tcrnt "mu ltiple aspect" which
was prob ably due to the fact that the ave r age Englishman was
not too particular in the nomenclature which he used. No
doubt the term " progrcssi vc aspect signalling " would giv e a
very much better idea of th e aim ol a system of signalling of the
character under discussion. He was glad to note Mr. Crook's
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comment relative to the present aspect R/Y; it alfurdetl an
example of how one might easily strain at a gnat and swallow
a camel; if such a thing had been suggested in the paper, it might
conceivably have caused a riot.
On the subject of the one minute rule, he was of the opinion
that some such time interval was desirable as without it there
woultl be a tendency for dri vcrs not to bring their trains actually
to a stand and the " stop " aspect might consequently lose its
significance ; further, the obligatory pause provided a margin
for the line abeatl to clear.
Mr. Crook referred to speed si1,'l1a.llingof junctions relative
to "converging " as distinct from "diverging,, movements.
No attempt had been made to provide lor such cases as the
speed reduction necessary is a permanent one and as such does
not call for signal indication.
If anything is needed an illum-

inated speed lamp is the solution.
He wished to emphasize that speed res trictions come nnder
two categories:
(a) permanent, (h) occasional. An example
of the first is a bad curve in a given length of llnc---knowledge
as to the position of all such restrictive places and the rc.la tivc
speeds is part of a driver's stock-in-trade.
The second is an
entirely different matter as its incidence rests with a signalman's
action and may Kivc rise to a ncc:cssary restriction quite unexpecte d by a driver and, for this reason, signal indica tion and
protection are necessary and speed signalling forms a highly
effective means fur providing them.
Mr. 'Wood had laid his finger on one of the main difficulties
in tl1e present application of colour light signals. It may be
said, however, that the need for snch signalling is generally
greatest in the vicinity of the larger towns and there eledrical
supplies are usually available. He (the Author) felt , therefore,
that this difficulty was no t really so great as might appear at
first sight, especially bearing in mind the possible application
of small petrol units as suggested hy 1-Jr. Wood.
He thanked Mr. Byrom, who was a colleague of his, for his
support because Si,,'Ilal Engineers were really the servants of the
operating department and those in charge of operation ha.d to be
satisfied that any new ideas were in the best interests of railway
working generally. Too t,"Teata degree of conservatis1n was
undesirable and he hoped with such support it would he possible
for the railways to come together jn common agree1nent.
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The Americans had built up their si,,'Ilalling largely on Britis h
practice, lmt naturally with their vast territory and with their
lack of co-ordin ation, which appeared to be even greater in
America than in this country, the result was, as ,vould be seen
in Appendix A. varying systems comprising colour light, posit ion
light, and colour position light signalling, all differing in aspect ,
and that was a position \\'e in this country n1ust avoid.
Tl the paper were studied it woul d be found that only a very
small portion of wha t: was done in America h ad been selected
as suitable for application to Britis h cond itions.
He thanked ".vlr.
Pick for the description he gave of his ideal
three and five aspec t systems.
T11c former wa s on all fours
with the three aspect systems generall y in use to- day and th e latter
agre ed with the Author's pro p osals with th e exception of the
G/G and G/Y. With all respect lo }Ir. l'ick he could not see
that the duplicate G was of any greater valu e than a single G ;
he subm it ted that dri vers running on " proceed" signals did not
evaluate their position in tenns of blocks " thn.t did not arise
until a cautionary signal was enc ounte red. He had alread y
dealt at length in the pa.per with the objections t o the aspect G/Y
and would not therefor e go over the same ground ag ain.
He
trus ted th at following this brief expl anation he could feel he had
another supporter in the President of the In stitute of Transport.
In conclusion he thanked his audi ence for the kind attention
that had been given to his paper.
(!
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General Meeting

of the Institution

HELD AT

The Institution

of Electrical

Wednesday 4th, April,
The President

Engineers,
1932.

(Mr. C. CA RSLAKE)

in the Cha ir.

The :.\linutcs of the last meeting: having been read and confinned and Messrs. A. C. Alexander and S. :.\1.Taylor, members
present for the first time, having l.Jccn introduced to the meeting:
The President said that, as a.ll were a,varc, circumstances over
which they heed no control, prevented members from thorough ly
digesting the paper read at the Joint Meeting on :.\larch 14th,
before it was presented.
It was felt that their own Members
should be given a further opportunity to prescnt: their views
and the mcctir1g that evening was for that purpose.
I n calling upon the Author, the President added that the
more one read the paper the more one was struck by the vast
amount ol care and thought put into it and t:h c manner in which
the proposals were set out in the d iagrams.
RESUMED

DISClJSSION.

Major R. Falshaw Morkill believed that he was voicing
the opinion of a ll Signal Engineers in this countr y when he
stu.ted that the subject covffe<l by the paper had given them
serious food for thought.
He wa.s whole-heartedly with the
suggest ion made hy the opening remarks wherein greater coordinat ion in the development of colour light signalling schemes
was called for.
The lollowing were directly interested in signalling matters:the Traffic Depart111ent, the Locmnot ive Departn1cnt

1

and the

Signal Engineer.
It was essenti al, therefore, that those three
sect ions should get together for the purpose of cu-ordination
and, in his opinion, the following: were the principle features t o
be considered:
(a) Types and aspects of signals; (b) Costs.
With regard to ("), the system shoul d be as simple as possible.
Signals should he so arranged lhat they could, without any
mistake, be easily picked out by drivers; the messages they
conveyed must be clear and distinct : frills should he avoided
as much as possible.
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Referring to (b), a great deal depended upon the cost, as, to a
considerable exten t, it influenced the ainount of new work and
improvements which could be carried out. Obviously, the more
complicated the system the l1ighcr the cost and that might be
such as to seriously retard progress. But there was also another
phase in a complicated system which m ust not be lost sight of
and tltat was the higher cost of operating and m aintaining it ;
to say nothing of the possibility of more frequent failures with
£onscqucnt delays lo traffic. They should, the refore, aim at
developing a consistent system uf signalling, which was simple
in character and which could he installed at a reasonab le low
cost, with low operating charges and be easy to mainta in.
The Authur, in his very excellent paper, had given a- lead
in that direction. The Speak er was in accord with many of the
suggestions made, with, perhaps, some simp le modifications.
He approve d of the reference to two-aspect signalling as applicable
to underground railways. :Marker lights we.re essential, but he
was not entirely satisfied that red was the correct , or most
desirable, colour. There must he a distinguishing badge for
indicating stop-and-proceed
automatic signals from stopand-stay controlled ones. lie did not think the off-set of 10-in.
proposed was sufficient.

For colour light shunt signals he would choose the aspects
of red and yellow ; for calling-o n signals the hanner type had his
preference . The provision for winding-o ff a train stop by a time
elcn1cnt relay \'vas clever; it was pcthap:, a rather expensive
frill and he was not at all sure thal it was an entirely desirable
feature.

It was certainly important that colour light si1,'Ilalling aspects
should be standardised, am! no time should he lost in provirling
the necessary 1nachinery for bringing that about-a duty which he
considered lay with the Institution of Railway Signal Eni.:incers.
lie joined ,1,lithothers in offering his sincere congratulations to
the Author.
The Author's reply to lvl ajor M orkill.
I must first of all thank Major l\lorkill for his remarks and T
-an\ glad to knm-vthat he has no criticisms of R Jcstrnctivc nature
to offer to my proposals.
\Vith regard to the colour uf the marker light, choice is
limited by the fundamental necessity that any failure of the top
light mtL$t not result in a less restrictive a.sped, therefore only
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red or white is available. The former is to be preferred as being
less likely to he confused with extraneous lights and is also free
of the possibility of hcing mistaken for green, the latter is likely
with white under certain conditions, e.f[., if a driver has been
gazing into the firebox. Red is also a valuable aid to a driver in
correctly appraising a yellow as distinct from a red top light.
Experience shows th at without the red mar ker such mist akes
arc possible.
Major }Iorkill refers to the time-controlled permissive marker
light as a frill. I hardly regard it. as such on any line with an
intensive service \Vhere train stops arc provided. It obviates
passing signals in the " danger " position and also avoids the
delay and annoyance inseparable from the action of the " trip "
application at slow speed.
Mr. S. L. Glenn considered that it migh t be said that the
Author's ideas were summed up in the sheet of signal aspects
given in appendix G, which showed all the aspects required to
give effect to those suggest ions. The sequ ence of aspects and the
simplicity of the system would perhaps have been more readily
grasped if the progression of aspects on that and other sheets
had been reversed. The sheets would then have illustrated the
nonna l progression seen by the driver running at high speed
under green being cautione d by yellow mid finally called upon
to stop by red.
Turning to the Proposed Star;dard Signal Aspe ct s shown
in appendix G, he <lid not think that anyone could object to those
for the Straigh t Line shown in the first row except, perhaps, in
regard to the necessity or otherwise for the provis ion of marker
lights and, if provided , their colour . His own preference was
lor red , and he was in agreement with the Author in that respect
for the reasons he had just 1,,jven in answer to Major Morkill.
The tvr·o reds in the " danger " aspect were most arresting and
particularly useful in foggy conditions. He was not, though, in
favour of cutting out the marker light entirely when showing the
brrecn aspect ; he would rather dim the marker light under
those conditions ancl so preserve the form of the signal whatever
aspect it displayed.
The special signals were all good except the splitting dis tan ts.
IIe was not in love with splitting dist ants ,;nd would delete
them, using instead the vertically arranged signal. If splitting
distant signals had to be provided, it might be better to show
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red instead of yellow in the small outside directing lights. The
mind instinctively turns away from red and the signals would be
more easily understood if that small chang e were made.
He was pleased to sec the Author's speed sih'llals.
The
vertica lly-arranged type of signal was t he one to be preferred.
It was the most economical arrangement. The signals could he
erected in very confined spaces between tracks and the asp€cts
could be kept low. The illustrations in appendix H showed
that very clearly. ln order to obt ain the fullest bcnc(i t from
colour light signalling, particular ly in the dire ct.ion of fog
penetration, the irleal arr,rng cment was that the heams of light
should be on a level with the driver's eye. That ideal was most
nearly approached in the verti cal arrangcrncn ts shown in ap pendix
H. ·where there was a space between tracks of 10-ft. 6-ins.
there was ample room for the signal.
It. could he fixed in
considerably Jess space than that if the t arget on the marker
ligh t be left off.
The aspects were logical and easily understood. Reading
appendix (; from right to left they h ad green for full speed or
"clear" and grading down through yellow and green, double
yellow, single yellow to red for " stop".
Thus by reading the
signal from the top downwards, th e driver was instructed as to
the condition of the line ahea d and could regulate the running
of his train accordingly.
Altho ugh the vertical arrangement of the aspects was to be
preferred, they knew that there were places where roads were
so close togct her that there was no room for signal posts. .Tn
such places the signals must be supported either on brackets
or on gantries. In such cases the lmvest light-the markermust necessaril y be higher than when fixed on a plain post.
ln such cases there was an argument in favour of a horizontal

arrangement in order again to keep the lights as nearly as possible
on a level with the dr iver's eye. The vertical signal carries the
marker light at 8-ft. above rail level and the first signal light
at 12-ft. If moun t ed on a gantry the corresponding figures
111\lst necessarily be increased.
There was somethin g to
be said for a horizontal displacement of di verging signals, un der
those conditions, in order to keep the main line signal near to the
driver's eye.
The Author deserve d the thanks of the fnstitution for the
care and trouble he had taken in preparing his most interesting
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paper and he thought that the officers of the L.llf.S.R. were to
be congra t ulated on 1,cing broad-minde d enough to accept and
try-out the Author's ideas.
The Author's reply lo Mr. Glenn.
}Ir. Glenn refers to the arrangement of putting out the
marker light --red-when the .,'feen aspect is displayed above
it
Mr, Bu shrod raised that point at the previo us discus sion
at the Institute of Transport and he would therefore read the
reply given to that gentleman.
(The Author then read from
" !\Ir. Bushrod was a tra ffic officer " in the seventh paragrapli
or his reply page 117- -lo "home 'off,' distant 'on,'" at the
end of the twelfth paragraph.)
\,Vith regard to the choice of the spli tt ing distant aspect,
it appears that Mr. Glenn, in common wit h some others, docs
not appreciate that these aspects arc absolutely identical with
the arrange111cnt of se1na,pl1orf: as111ccts
with ,vhi r.h drivers are

familiar. Yellow is \h e only colour tha t can logically be used
[or t he indicator ligh ts; that being the siamlard normal colour
of a distant signal in th e " on " positi on. If red were used,
the aspect would conflict with junction sto p signal s where
geographically arranged and would und oubtedly lead t o confusion.
Mr. R. S. Griffiths would preface his remarks by saying
that he had endeav oure d to approach th e su bject from the driver's
point of view, and as une who still had an unrepentan t admirati on

for the Signal Engineers of an early~ generation who were uot
afraid, with the limited means then ava.ibblc, to put up signa ls
so as to give the least unmistakeable meani ng to the driver, even
if that meant going to some considerable height, and perhap s
unusual shape, to obtain th a t most desired result.
The modern colour light signals had, in themselves , solved
many of the difficulties which then p resented themselves, but
since the Author stated on pag e 66 that colour light signals
should not be employed other than for multiple-aspect signalling,
and since the dilfcr cncc in form from the old semaphore was so
avparent, he did not see wl1y he should consider at all the aspects
used prior to its introduction.
In fact, he would only do so in
one, or, at the most, two cases.

In one of these the Author used a single green light for
proceed,,. as was done with the night indication o( tnany o(
the sema phore type ; he ucver used a single red as existed t o-rlay.
0
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When, however, the Author wished to adopt a fifth aspect, he
referred ta the old system as an argument for not using green
over yellow, even though the complete aspect would, the Speaker
assumed, he green over yellow over red. As with the exception
of green at least two lights were always used, why not stick to·
that and give green over yeHo,v over red, and green over green,
particularly as green over green was to-day the least restrictive
aspect?
Was the Author quite consistent throughout?
On sheet 2
of appendix C he always had his marker light illuminated, even
if the top light wa, green (Vig. 159). He thought, therefore,
with green over yellow, should the yellow go out, the Author
did not get the full si1,,'l1al" proceed " which required two greens.
The Author arp1c d that the yellow was 1,,raded by t he lights
underneath which, as an <ffgumcnt.. gave undue prominence to
the yellow. One could as forcibly, '1nd perhaps more so, say
that the restrictiuns are always removed first by the top light.
Thus :-Red
Yellow
Yclluw
Crecn
Green
Hed.
Reel.
Yellow.
Yellow. Green.
that is, the bottum light followed the previous colour of the to p
light or that the top light was restricted always by the lower
one, farther emphasized by a red marker light at the bottom.
\Vhen one came to compam speed signalling with manual
hlock signalling they found seven indica t ions suggested for the
four nov,··used at a junc tion. He did not quite unders tand why,
under s01nc circumstance:,, as rnuch infonnation about the lowspeed route was not provided as was suggested for the high -speed
route, and, if it should be, then another indication, presumably
red over yellow over green over rerl would be the indication
corresponding to 158 for main line.
That gave eight indications ; add the "danger"
aspect,
all red-F igs. 134 and 137-and three possible marker light
indica t ions, and they got twelve combinations to he memorized.
If by any chance tho slow-speed route wa.5 closed, and therefore
the main line signals could be automatic, the marker light would
require hvo positions, a<lding a further three aspccts~a possible
total for a two-route junction of no less than IS indications.
He inclined to tl1e opi nion t hat, as they do not and cou ld not
avoid pas:-:ingthe red, as the Author stated on page 67, little ,vas.
gained in clarity over the geographical method for the small
amount saved, as only one more unit would be emp loyed, the
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marker light remaining on the mai11 stem and available as in the
manner proposed by the Author.
A driver would thus know, where more than one route existed,
the particular route by geographical ar rangement, and such
other detailed information of such route, by a simi lar me t hod
to that displayed on ofoer portions of the railway where only
one route existed.
He thoui;ht the adoption of mu ltiple-aspeet signalling was
hindered, rather than facilitated, by trying to make it fit junction
working. Every signal for every route could more nearly be
identical by retaining geographical arrangement, and follow the
laudable object eontaincd in the firs t paragraph of the paper.
On page 68, the Author sta t ed in paragraph (e) both fixings
C and D would be necessary, but no drawing was shown, and the
Speaker did not sec from his drawing, appendix H , how that could
be done without. a special unit ,vhich, he presurned, ,vas not the
Author's in lcn t ion. Either he must put the marker light 18-ins.
out at least-not
10-ins. as suggested-which
wonk! uppear
to foul an open carriag e door or put his units 10-ins. to the ldl
for automatic and 10-ins. to the right for interlocked signals.
One othe r point :--the question of bracket signals as referred
lo by the Author on page 86. [t conld l1c assumed that. the
placing of light signal units s11tlkiently staggered to give geographical form was far less diffiu1lt than was the ca;oe with the
old sem aphore. Appendix H would appear to show tha t very
little additional elevation would be necessary to place units of
2-ft. or '.2-ft. O~ins. centres antl a si1nilar variation in height.
He woulrl think, however, that the number of sites where signals
need not, or cannot, be placed in a space between running lines
largely exceeds the available locations.
1"he Author's l<eply lo Mr . Griffiths.
)k
Gritliths refers to the multiplicity of aspects. This is
hardly fair as we arc all familiar with four-aspect sig11al1ing in
this country ; it is standard practice on several r ailways. The
only additional aspect I have introduced is a fifth asp ect Y/G and
1 venture lo say that before a long time has chcpscd it will be found
u fifth a$pect is required and my prophecy will be vin dic ated.
Taking the case of the number of lights at a diverging jcmction,
many cases ex ist, under se1naphorc signalling, ,vhcre at night
you see rows of red ligh ts with poss ibly various yellow ones
beneath.
I ran call to mind a case where the.re are 22 snch lights
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and a driver has to grope for a solitary green to permit him to
pass such a cluster. I cannot think that rca<ling a maximum of
four vertical lights is going to offer any greater problem. Drivers
would quite readily appreciate the difference between higl1,
medium an d shnnting speed by the relative position of the lights ;
the value of the colours displayed in either position being readily
recognised and obeyed instinctively.
The sequential arrangement of aspects for a five-aspect
system as suggested hy ~Ir. Griffiths is certainly at first sight
attractive, but, if yon recollect, :'cir. Pick made a similar suggestion
and I went to some pains to explain why you cannot use G/Y
for the fifth aspect, the reasrn1 will also be fotmd on page 71 of
the paper.
The use of Y /G commended itself to me because it is totally
different from anything that we have Lo-day, also that the yellow
or cautionary aspect is graded or qualified hy a subs idiary Jiglit
in correct sequential succession ; that appears to offer the idt'al
combination.
Regarding the use of two greens, no usclul purpose is served
hy the scconrl green which therefore becomes an unnecessary
expense hoth in first cost and subsequ~nt upkeep . Throug h out
the proposed system the principle has been observed that lights
only show ,vhcn serving some definite and useful purpose ; at
aJI other times they arc extingu ished.
Mr. B. F. Wagenrieder said that one of the chief points
of interest., from an operating point of view, was the question of
overlaps. He had never regarded an overlap as provided against
a driver missing a signal-except perhaps jn fog ,but rather as
a n1argin (or error in stopping at a signal. Signalling had
certainly greatly improved since 1878 when the quarter-of-amile overlap first appeared in the rule b<.>okof some railways,
but he thought that ihc records of the over-running of stop
,signals showed tha t some 111arb-rin
was advisablo in clear weather.
He would lik e to ask the Aut h or if he had reviewed such records
before coming to the decision that a minimum of 200 yards
was sufficion t.
The question of unfitted trains was disn1issecl in one paragraph on page 76. Such trains however constitute about onethird of the total train mileage, and he thought that the proposal
to mak,, a junction" free "with the limited overlap B-S, subject
t.o a minimum of 200 yards, required v~ry careful consideration.
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At an ordinary rlouble line junction a side collision between
two opposi t e-direction trains can, to all intents a11d purposes,
be a head-on collision.
Block telegraph regulation S was referred to as an anachronism. It was , he believed, introduced at certai n places at the
same time as the quarter-of-a-mile overlap, by the special
authority of the Superintendent.
\Vhatever the point of view
about that. form of block acccplance , it did prove th at at the
box where the train was slopped, or severel y checked and
cautioned , the driver was on the alert and had his train under
control. It also warned him not to expe ct the next box home
signal to be lowered for his train to run up to the starting signal.
In regard to the tighteni ng up of t he definition of " fog "
an,! the application of fog-working when visibility is less than
half-a-mile, whilst this might be practicable in the vicinity of
signal-boxes in most cases, there were n1any insta nces where a
signalman could only sec a few hundred yards on one side owing
to bridges, etc. ; also smoke might blow across the line, reducing
visibility considerably. A factor of greater certainty , and
regularity of traffic working, would be gained by defining fog as
vis.ibility of les.s than say 300 yards and placing some reliance
on the enginmen's knowledge of locality and gradient so as to
avoid providmg long emergency ],raking distances on falling
gradients.
There was no douht that the paper was one of the most
important that had been given for a long time, but its preparation
and puhlication deserved something more than thought on the
part of those con cemed in signalling. He considero<l that the
Traffic Department stood to gain by the a doption of some of its
principles.
The Author's reply tu i\.fr .' Wai:enrieder.
I am very glad to hear a Traffic Officer refer to the question of
over]aps, as it is certainly time that matter \Vas tackle d.
I have never been able definitely to ascertain if the quarterof-a-milc overlap was int cn<lcd to safei;uard a driver who ran
hy signals at " dange r " or merely to cover ,rn erro r of jurlgment
when stopping; if the latter, then it appears to be unnecessaril y
restrictive, as a review of records over a nurnber of years shows
that a distance of 200 yards woul<l be ampl e.
Referring to rule fi, !\fr. \Vagenrieder states that it ensures
drivers being on the aJert.
9

I wonder, as ca.~es are on record
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of the .rule being properly carried out, but afterwards the driver
promptly runs by the home signal of the box ahead.
II block working is materially rnsecl, as suggested in the
paper, during clear weather, the definition of " fog" must be
tightened up, and [ consider visibility of half-a-mile must be otLr
new standard to safeguard operation during foggy weather.
Under such conditions yon revert to the working you have to-day,
i.e., at an occupied junction, an approaching train is kept back
at the box in the rear, but dur ing dear weather, which, aft er all,
is the condition <luring the greater part of the year, you gain the
benefit which the greater clarity of the colour light signal should
confer.

l\Ir. Wagcnricdcr asks whether colour light signalling can be
relied on in foggy weather. I think I am right in saying that
on all those railways where colour light signals arc installed on
the multiple-aspect principle, fogmen are not provided. During
a recent winter in Manchester, when a dense fog lasting nearly
120 hours occurred, traffic worked exceedingly well during the
whole period although no fogrnen were t'mployed.
Mr. T. S. Lascelles said that he had read the paper very
,;arefully but it was rather long and raised so many contentious
points that it was impossible to do justice to it in the time at
their disposal. He had greatly enjoyed reading it , as signal
aspects were a su bjrct he had long heen intereste d in. The
Author was doubtless quite right in pressing for some standardisation or agreement in that important matter and he had pointed
out very clearly what would happen if that were not soon taken
in hand. Signal aspects were, however, still far from uniform in
America, and in spite of the action of the Signal Section of the
American Railway Association, new proposals were cons t antly
appearing in the technical press. 01 course signal aspects were
a subject on which everybody liked his own fancies best and that
made many difficulties.
The Author had spoken of the light-signal as being certain
to supersede the semaphore and in that he voiced an opinion
very popular just now. At the risk of being thought oldc
fashioned by the meeting, the spea ker would ask whdhcr they
were right in throwing the ,cmaphore aside in the way they were
doing. An American signal engineer had said that they seemed
to be going "light signal mad." That light signals possessed
certain-,,ven
great---aclvantages was true. But it could not
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be denied that in hright daylight they were not always satisfactmy.
Lights were not natural things to look at in the day-time. After
all, the ideal signal was one which was equally plain to the man
who had to read it, all the way along after he sighted it. Light
signals, as at present made, were not. They got a tremendous
beam for an instant very often, and then nothing for the rest of
the way. That meant that a signal in the distance was more
immediately arrestive than one close to, which was a wrong
principle and had already led to drivers overlooking a signal
at which they were stancling and reading one farther on. As an
example, take a terminus like Charing Cross. At the motorman's cab they could barely see a glimmer out of a signal in the
day-time but got a tremendous glare when talking to the ticketcollector. Ano ther serious objection to light signals was that
other persons about a station could not tell what the condition
of the signals was, which it was often useful (or them to be able
to do. Sometimes, too, at inquiries, the testimony of other
persons as to the condition of the signals was very valuable in
establish ing the facts, but if only someone in line with a signal
could see its indications that advantage wa• gone. This question
was always discussed as if the only alternative to a light signal
was the semaphore with the present miserable oil lighting. But
that was not so. \Vhy could not they put a colour light lamp
behind tbc spectacle and give a driver all the best of both ? If
he were offered that the speaker believed he would prefer it to
any other arrange1nent.
If, however, they were to have light signals, then the speaker
thought that the b~st kind invented so far was the position
colour light of the Balt imore and Ohio Railway. Had the
Author· d10scn that he would have avoided many difficulties,
notably the problem of different iating red from yeJlow ; to
meet which, among other things, he had adopted red marker
lights. The speaker could not yet believe that marker lights
were really necessary and would remind the Author that their
use in America was not so universal as he appeared to think.
Still the suppress ion of them at "proceed" did remove the most
serious objection to their use,
With regard to the terms " aspect " and " indication ",
some confusion had crept in which needed clearing away. The
old term "three-position signall ing" meant signalling in which
three positions of a semaphore were all that were rec01,.>nizcd,and
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they were 0, 45-dcg , 9()-dcg. to the horizontal in one quadrant.
The adoption of lights only made the term " positio n " no
longer correct and " aspect " was introduced.
Perhaps " colour "
would have been better. The y thus had three " aspects " viz.,
red, yellow and green. The putting of two yellows on a post
did not make a fourth aspect ; it enabled us to get a fourth
indication merely. 111c system was still a th ree-aspect, i .e.,
a three-colour system.
Mr. Lascclles thought that if a fifth indication were som etimes required, as the Author contended, th en the logical thing
to do was to have three yellow lights, giving triple yellow, double
yellow, single yellow, red. In that way all the warning indications would he all yellow, as was the intentio n when the
Committee recommended the do uble yellow indicat ion. No
difficulty then arose if a light failed.
W1th regard to th e overlap, the speaker thought that the
Author was mistaken as to its origin. The fundamental idea
of the block sy stem was t o preserve an interval of space hctwccn
I.rains. The overlaµ did I.hat ; for without it one train could
come 11µ to ruwthcr with only the thickness of a signal post
between then\. The minimun1 interval was aimed at to give
some margin for Grrors of judgment, which t he thickness of a
post would not afford.
He was an advocate ol route signalling but the speake r coul<l
certainly say he had never talked about " 27 indications."
Of
course that expression was all nonsense and showed that whoever
used it had not really stud ied speed signal systems at all•. His
point of view had always been this :-What is the natural thing
for a perso n to ask when driving a vehicle on a fixed track,
whose pa th is decided hy another person ? Sure ly it is " Where
is that other person sending me ? "
The Speaker was still convinced that the natural thing to tell
the driver was where he was being directed an<l then leave the
<lriving to him. He felt lw would prefer that , if he were in charge
of an engine, and for that reason was a.route-signalling 1nan. No
rlouhi. for a plain crossover-junction
t.he vertically arranged
~-·-
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origin of the error ag to 26 indications a.rose out of the <liagtam of
the ~tanrlard sign;;:i.lson the :Pcnosyh·anfa Railroad giving 26 aspects.
As ::'\'lr
.. A. B. Hudd pointed out in a lt:ticr that :nay he found on page 130
<)f thr:: Rt ti l·way Ga;;r,fte of February 2nd, 1917, sorne \..,·ere duplicate:!;;
the number of aspects actu all y \vas 14.
Editor, Pro cee.rli ng s .
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SJJ€Cdsignal was quite sufficient. But for a trn e junction, the
speaker stiJI belic,ved there was no more sensible signal than the
British bracket type. To point to America served no purpose,
for the bracket junction signal had never been seen there , or so
little as to be unknown now.
The Author had spoken of shunt signals an d the Speaker
quite agreed with him that lights were far from satisfactory, and
that some kind of fonn or posit ion signal was much bet t er. The
use of it removed the vexed question of the colours to be used
in shunt signals. So, too, th ~ Speaker cordially supported the
Author in his pica for something to be done before more money
was wasted on crea ting further divcrgencies in practice. They
ought to go very warily in those things. )foney had been
wasted in hasty adoptions on what were often little more than
academic fashions. Take the yellow distant signa l. as an example.
On the three syskms forming the Southern Railway th~ distant
signals had long heen fitted with distinguishing fishtail lanterns.
The drivers were very wdl satisfied with these. They could tell
a distant signal when " on " or " oJf " . Then came the yellow
signal craze. All those lanterns were changed, glasses were
changed, new enamelled arms provided, etc., all at great cost.
The trains ran no better and no safer. The drivers lost an
advantage they had before. and now could not tell a distant
signal when " off ". But scarcely had all this money been
spen t than colour light sig n alling was put in, and was now br.ing
extended to Brighton.
So that a vast ex pen se had been incurred and no advantage whatever reaped from it , either for the
company or the public. It was essential that th ey should think
more about the changes the future would bring hclore embarking
on expensive steps, and the .Author's warning was a most time.ly
one.
In conclusion the Speaker emphasised tha t the problem
facing the rai lways to-day was how to get more people to go by
train ; and even signalling arrangements needed considering
from that point of view.
The Author's reply to 1vfr. Luscelles.
Mr. Lascclles raises the point ns to whether we are right in
«dopting ligh t si1,'Ilals at all. Anyone who has spent hours, as
I have, on the track, trying ro provide semaphore signals giving a
satisfactory sight where local conditions are difficult , will
appreciate the tremendous advantage conferred by light signals.
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It may almost be said that the worse the background is under
our old standards the better it is for visibility of light signals ;
in fact one can almost settle the latter without going on the
ground.
I agree that on a very brigh t day, with a good sky background,
a semaphore arm would ,vin in a 1natter of ultimate visibility,
but, after all, a good colour light signal can be seen for 1,000
yards under similar conditions, and this is amply sufficient,
especially where multiple-aspect working is employed.
With regard to the close-up view uf light signals, I agree with
the Speaker that they leave something to he desired and efforts
should be, and are being, made successfully to considerably
improve that. Further, the question of fitting a backlight is
being tackled and colour light signals with such a fitting are
now available. No doubt it is not as clear an indication as the
rear view of a semaphore arm, but this question of availability
of warning to ground staff is entirely a subsidiary one an d should
not be allowed to affect the ma.in consid~ration of providing
the best possible signal for a driver.
l agree that the colour position-light, as used on the Baltimore
and Ohio, is a very interesting one. Tts application is shown in
appendix A, hut I do not th ink it would appeal to Eng lish ideas.
As ·regards the marker light, I know its use is by no means
universal in America and I do not sugt,;est its use here because
it is used in that country, but solely because my experience of
it over there convinced me that it afforded a satisfactory solution
of many of our problems.
The speaker refers to certain unnecessary changes which have
been made on unc u./ our railways. I will leave the representative
of that railway, present here to-night, to reply.
Mr. G. H. Crook thought it might po,;.sibly he of interest
to members tu know that his company- the Great \Vestern-had installed more searchlight type of light signals than of any
other fonn.
It was certainly a magnificent signal optically,
anrl if he had any regret it was because of the somewhat more
complicated circuits that were involved than th"sc required for
multiple-lens signals. However, thr. signals were provided
primarily for the drivers' information , and if they had any slight
technical dithcultics in that respect it was entirely the Signal
Engineer's domestic business.
He thought that possibly the Author had been somewhat
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circumscribed in these signalling problems with what had gone
before, and as Mr. Rndd, the eminent American signa l en6>:inecr,
had been mentioned once or twice in connection with the paper,
he might take the opportunity of saying tha t he understood
that when Mr. Rudd and his collaborator, :\fr. Rhea , received
their manda t e of inquiry, sometime prior to 1905, they were
askccl to report what t he Pennsylvania Railway ought t o do
independent of any pre-existing signalling pr actice. The speaker
thought that to be a broader and better starting-off point than
that adopted in the paper.
For instance, it seemed to the Speaker that the Author had
gone to great pains to circumvent that un fortunate aspect in
route signalling, red over yellow, arising since distants had been
converted to yellow lights. The lower yellow light in connection
with a stop signal was techn ically wrong and contradictory. The
red light said "stop"
and the yellow light said "go".
The
change was reasonable in tho case of isolated distant signals, but
in the case of home and rlistant signals, considerable money was
being sp0nt for no practical gain , He considered that history
would record that change as representing the unbalanced
psychological attitude immediatel y following the War, and he
regretted that the Author had not been able to take up a stronger
attitude, and pitch overboard completely that very uns a tisfactory
aspect.
Y cars had passed and the systems tenderl to hccome more and
more complica ted, and the Author, in his splendid paper, endeavoured to set out some of the ir difficulties and make some
rccommenrlations which might be discussed, but it was impossibl<'
in a short ti1nc to go into much detail.
Some of the proposed indications showed no less than four
lights, but the speaker thought that two or, at most, three were
all that should be necessary. ft sr.cmcd to him that they needed
to consider three important fundamentals which he would submit
as:Rcd for " Slop."
Yellow-unless
quuJilied by combination of a superior
colour-•" Caution-Be
prepared to stop at next
signal. "
Green· --unless qualified by combinati on of a more restrictive colour, e.g., yellow-" Proceed."
If they worked on these simple fundamentals he could not
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entirely agree with the proposal for low-speed or calling-011
signals, under which, apparently ~yellow and green were to
differentiate " track occupied" and "track dear," and were no t
dependent upon the signal ahead. The speaker did not think
that either yellow ur green cuukl very consistently be used for
these Jow-speccl movements, and the circumstances seemed to
suggest a quite distinctive non-co lour, e.g., white, position
light, signa l as the best and only consistent solution.
He rather regretted to see the Author found it necessa ry to
retain the double yellow aspect. He also noted the propose d
combination of closely spaced lights, in some cases th ree lii,;bts
at 2-ft. centres, plus a marke r at 4-Jt. He was hoping t hat they
would have had something bolder and on more simple lines,
and thought that they ough t to be able to design a signalling
system with uot more than three lights showing.
In appcndi~ C, sheet 2, aspects 146, J:'i7, 158, 150, 162, there
were four lights sho"ing, and he considered it would take a long
time for the drivers to properly appreciate the trne significance
oi those fine variations. The colour cmnbinations were too
complicated, especially considering the dose spaciug of the top
iighls. 1n this connection it might he interesting to sav that
when installing colour light signalling on the Great Western line
a minimum spacing of 5-(t. for vertical or horizontal was laid
down.
That was nothing new, and he thought that liberal spacing
of lights was very desirable, particularly for high-sp eed traffic.
In sho"ing those various diagrams he thought il would hav<>
been much clearer if the hlack clots had been omitted.
From
a Traffic and Locomotive Department poin t of view lhe black
dots represent no light and were meaningless . In t he nspects
named he suggested that only the lights actually shown need
be indicate d on the diagrams.
With regard to marker li;;hts , h e was interested to see the way
they had bee11 staggered.
He supposed tlic Author had implicitly followed Amerirnn pr actice, i.e., signals on the right,
and running on the right. Where there was left-hand running
the Speaker's experience had been to reverse the a.rrange,ncnt,
and the marker light was on the right o[ the post. He would be
glad to know whether there was any particul ar reason for placing
the marker light on the left. So far as extinguishing marker
lights was concerned, 11c harl not, in his experience, met with any
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necessity for extinguishing them. The marker gave the driver a
complete picture of the signal, whether at "stop," "caution ,"
" proceed " or othen•i'ise.
Block rule 5 had been referred to. He would instance an
actual case as an absurdity to which the rule could be taken.
On Sundays, several boxes were switched out where sectionclear-junrtion-blocked was adnrinistcrcd. There the driver passed
a number of distant and borne signals in the " clear " position ;
cventuaUy coming to the junction, which was at one time blocked,
and which had perhaps been cleared half-an-hour before the
arrival of the train !
He appreciated the Author's intensive stt1dy and his line
progressive action ; at the same time he \vas definitely of opinion
that a straight-out scheme of speed signalling, or at all events
a scheme taking speed as the principal basis, was the better
proposition. The move he had made with regard to simplifying
junction signals was commendable. The speaker, however,
regretted that it was still considered necessary to provide d istant
aspects leading up to the junction signals. It vv·a..,s,
in his opinion,
almost incorrect, even under a route signalling scheme, to give
routing information at a point where there could he no rliverg,,nce .
Splitting distants, at perhaps a mile from the junction, gave
directional route information.
Then perhaps the driver encountered an outer hon1c signal ,vhich was uni-directional,
subsequently reaching home signa ls which were directional.
In any case the splitting distants only gave rou te information
if in the "clear" position. It seemed to the Speaker that the
only thing the driver could do, at the distant signal, was to suitably
reduce speed or alternatively carry on at full speed, and a speed
indicating sih'llal was therefore the only logica l indication that
could, or should, be given.
He would finally express his appreciation to the Author and
hoped his own comment was to be regarded as well meant and
constructive.

[he Author's reply to Mr. Crook.
I am not at all disappointed with Mr. Crook's comments ;
we are all aware of his leaning iowards speed signalling.
He refers to the Pennsylvania Railroac\ designing their
signalling independent of any pre-existing practice. I have
already been taken to task for breaking away from tradition
and if I had dared to design a system fulfilling such a condition
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I cannot imagine what would have happened to me. My line of
approach has been just the opposite, and in view o-f the almost
universal standardisat ion of si;,'Ilalling in this country, I submit
that is the only reasonable thing to do, namely, to have ev.-ry
regard for what exists lo-day and interweave what is new into
the pi,t1.crn so as 1.oavoid all overlapping and confusion between
the old an<l new systems, and [ must kavc it to the future to say
iJ I have succeeded.
\Vith regard to the unfortunate aspect R/Y, T think Mr.
Crook ,v:ill find I have pitched it overboard so far as its present
application is concerned.
I have no sympathy with liberal spacing, the essential feature
in arranging colour light signals is t o bring them as near as
possible to the driver's line of vision, so as to gain the maximum
benefit in time of fog. Liberal spacing is antagonistic to that,
and as experience shows that at 2-ft. they are perfectly distinct
at a reasonahlc distance this minimum spacing was adopted.
It is for this reason the marker light is fixed on the left
where staggered, thus allowing the mast and main light to be
brought as near to the track as m inimum clearance limits allow.
\Vith regard to splitting distant aspects, a very good way
to answer the speaker's question is to ask him another and that
is " \\'hat would he do if his Traffic Officers insist that the colour
light equivalent of directing dista.nts be provided? " Would he
say it could not be done- · an answer detrimental to the extended
use of colour light. sip1alling? I think not and T submit I have
shown the only logical solution.
Mr. H. M. Proud would not like the occasion to pass without
thanking the Author for his outstandi ng paper. The more
deeply it was studied, the more one realised the very close investiga t ion and the logical manner in which the whole sif,'Ilalling
system outlined had been developed. He had examined the
paper to find, if he could, a snag therein. At fin,t glance certain
novel arrangements appeared to have that character, but closer
reading of the paper showed that the ditlkulty had been anticipated aod the solution well thought out. He felt that the
Institution owed a deep debt of t,'Tatitude to the Author for the
paper which he had so ably prepared.
He was very much interested in the fact that the system
was a development of that prepared by the Three-Position
Signalling Committte, held under the Author's chairmanship,
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and in the way in whi ch that gentleman had contrived to carry
on from that point and to devise a system which enabled thP
new system to be gradually introduced and to be mixed up, during
its introduction, with the existing signalling, It would appear
that the paper visualised a future· time when th ere would be
complete track circuiting and, possibly, colour light signalling
throughout the railways.
He did not feel that he could criticise the system put forward,
as it was ha~cd on such logical arguments, but it had occurred to
him that t he question of cost would have to he kept in view. No
doubt the Author had bad that in mind, and undoubt edly , if
the system was introduced, they would all be working hard tc
find ways and 111cm1sof carrying out the installations more
cheaply.
With regard to the isolated di stant signals referred to on
page 91, he had wondered how it wou ld be arranged to hold cff
the detonator from the line by means of the current which passed
through the lamp, if the lamp were approach lighted. It would
appear that when the lamp was out, the detonator would be
put on to the rail and wh en the lamp was lit up, would not some
mechanism have to be devised t o t ake the detonator off again ?
Under those conditions , was a machine to be provided to take the
detonator off ?
On page 79 reference was made to fog switches. While it
seemed rather a pit y that one should have to leave lo t he discre t ion of th e sipialman as to the ti mes when th e trains were to
·be kept farther back, he could not see a better way of meeting
the situation, unless one provid ed a very complex met h od of
measuring the density of the fog.
Again he thanked the Author for his paper , and felt th at ,
in years to come, it would be treasured more and more.
Th e Author's repl y to klr. Pro ud.
Mr. Proud has b ric0y referr ccl to the question of cost and I
hope it will be ap precia ted th at th<! system, as set out, is not
necessaril y an expensive sy stem. In fact the m t roducti on uf
speed signalling , ass uming the u se ot th e fourth and fifth aspect
and also the marker light, effects a considerable economy.
In
matters such as this it is en tirely a question of def,'Tee and the
return obtained for the money spent, and I can assure Mr. Proud
that we w an t to see a return of 20/- for every poun d sp ent. The
only major addition, compared with common pra ctice to -day,
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is the addilion of the marker light and on the total cost of the
installation these lights form qu.itc a small pcrc<'ntagc, hearing
in mind the saving which can be achieved in regard to light
indication in the sip1aJ-bo.x.
\\!ith regard to detonator placers as proposed at isolated
distant signals, there is no insuperable difficulty in holding the
detonator orf the rail, ewn though the signal is approach lighted.
That wou ld be effected by paraHel circuits controlled by the
lamp or relative track. Instances o[ this arrangement are alrr.ady
in practical use ,ntd by means of the same the only time that the
detonator falls on to the rail is in the event of a lamp failing to
light or remain alight, due to a burnt-out filament, and it is not
necessary therefore to provide a mach ine to take the detonator
off the rail.
With reference to the proposed fog switches a certain amount
of responsibility must always rest with the signalrnan, and for
that reason it is felt that such a ,;witch, available to the men on
the spot, would probably be a better rneasure of protection than.
any device such as a pholo-clcctric cell which has from time totime be-ensuggest<odfor purposes such a.s that.
I should like to thank Mr. Proud for his comments which are
niost encour;iging.
Mr. W. Challis said that during the past lwo years, where
colour light signalling was in use on the Southern Railw ay the
services of fogmen had not been necessary and they had hccn
withdrawn
The Author had unkindly thrown un him the onus of replying
t.o the point made by Mr. Lascelles al,mit the change which had
taken place with regarrl to the signals on the Southern lfailway .
He could only say that it was the case uf an old custom changed
to a new. That was doue , he believer!, by all the railway companies and, further, it was supported by the }iinistry of Transport;
that is, the distant signals should be changed from red to yellow .
He could assure I\Ir, La.scelles that the changing of the signals,
which he conside red unnecessary, did show an economy.
The marker light, su well advocated by the Author might, or
might not be necessary. During years of experience he had not
found the marker light necessary. The close-up view of colour
light signals was not guod, neither, he might say , wa.s that of the
semaphores. The Southern Railway was tryhlf: to improve that
by providing side lights to every signal and to each aspect, a.s
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they felt that the driver should be given every assistance possible.
The Author considered the ind ication of lamps was unnecessary ii there were marker lights. He could not. ,tfter 20
years' experience with light signals, agree with him there. Going
back only 15 yea rs, the aspects were not indicated, and if the train
<lid not arrive, and the signal remained at red, the driver of the
train was only doing his duty by staying there. The signalman
would not know the signal had failed and much delay would
result. Ii was therefore found necessary to provide indications
of the signal to the signalman. After all, if a driver did run past
a signal. he was only human. The signalman having the indications of aspects in his signal-box was a great help and he could
always st ale wha t aspect: was showing.
The Author also said that douhlr. yellow rnight lead up to a
less restrictive indication. He could not quite sec what he
mean(: there . He felt tlrnt a driver passing a double yellow, the
signal ahead should only show one yellow.
His difficulty with regard to approach ligh ling o[ si1,>nab
was that if they could afforr1 to have the signals out there it could
not poss ibly be a very dense service of train~ J.nd the question
came to his mind why colour light signals were necessary al all
in such areas.
Ahhoagh his company used colour light shtmting si1,'llals,
he thought from the expe rience they had had ,uul the difficulty
in seeing the1n under certain conditions that the Aulhor was
right in having the illuminated banner signal. With regard to
the marker light: being used for a calling-on signal he did not quite
sec how that could be arranged. Th en. in regard to the marker
light on automatic or semi-automatic signals, as on occasions
signal-boxes might be switched out and the signal become an
automat ic signal, he was not quite clear how the Author suggested
that they should get over that ,liflirn lt y. Cp to the present
time the Southern had not found it necessa ry to provide
a calling-on signal in a 111ultiple•aspect area.
He felt that they ough t to tell the driver where he was going
and to help him i11 every possible way they could and provide
geographical signals at diverging junctions. \\'ith regard to
terminal working and the green aspect for dear to buffer stops.
A driver knew when he was going to a buffer stop. From his
own experience he did not think that the Author's suggestion
was warrante(}.
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The Author's

repzyto Mr.

Challis.

I am glad to have Mr. Challis's testimony on record that during
the pas t two years in the colour light signalling area on the
Southern l{ailway the services of fogmen have not been found
necessary and that they have been wit hdrawn.
The Speaker states that during his years of experience he has
not found the marker light necessary . One can readily believe
this, as it is less than ten years since colour light si!,'llals were first
used on steam mads and quite naturally, with only a few isolated
instal lations, no driver would be likely to mistake the meaning
of such signals, but if one looks ahead in view of recent developments and visualises the possibility of the adoption of colour
light signals. not only to particular areas, but also in isolated
cases up and down the line, l think it will be appreciated that
something will have to be done to enable the driver to understand
the meaning conveyed by two totally different systems of signalling
through the common process of a coloured beam projected from
an electric lamp, and it is possible that after t he speaker has had
another ten years' experience he may lie more ready to agree
with the proposed use of the marker lamp and I would go further
and say that when such experience with the marker light ha.s been
gained it is possible that his opin ion as to 1he necessity for the
indication of lamps rnay be modified.
Mr. Challis suggests that a doub le yellow should always lead
up to a signal showing one yellow , but does not indicate why he.
holds tbis opinion.
The indication conveyed by the double
yellow b that the nex t signal may he passed but at res tricted
speed and as such restric ted speed may be due either to a
restriction brought about by the presence of a train ahead or by a .
permanen t speed restriction) as for instance when passing a train
through a double crossover from one line to another, it appears
to be immaterial what the aspect is ahead.
The proposals relative to approach lighting of signals hav0c
probably been misunderstood.
If the density of traffic over a
given section of line is such as to necessitate colour light signals
arranged on a close headway basis, no one would for one moment
suggest that such signals should be approacl1 lighted ; on the ·
other hand shou ld one desire to use colour light signals as automatics for the purpose of splitting up a block section on a line
which may not be so frequently used, then there is every good
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reason why an attempt should be ma de to approach light such
signals, especially if battery operation is under contemplation.
I am glad to note the Speaker's preference for illuminated
banner signals, in view of his experience in colour light signalling
work generally.
In the use of the marker light for a calling-on signal there is
no difficulty; it simply means that the red marker is regarded
as the normal aspect ol the calling-on unit, such red going out
when the small yellow cornes up, authorising a move,ncnt past
the signal on to occupied territory.
There is also no difficulty
in dealing with tl1c marker light in those cases where signals
are sometimes automat ic and sometimes controlled, the marker
being arranged as a double uni t , one red lens being vertically
under the main signal and the other displaced JO-ins. to the left.
One of these is illuminated according to whether a signal is acting
automatically or semi-automatically,
being selected hy the
operation of t he closing switch.
The President was sure that the Author must feel very
satisfied with the discussion that evening. Personally he did
not know wbich he admired t he most · -the wonderfully fine paper
he had prepared for them, or the admirable way in which he had
replied so adequately to each speaker in turn, pract ically on the
spur of the moment.
He would like them to support him in voting the Author a
very hea rty and sincere vote ol thanks for one of t he best papers
the Institution had ever had . It had given them much food
for thought and would continue to do so fur a long time to come.
Before he concluded he would like to say with regard to Mr.
Lascclles' remarks and the bold stand that gentleman made
for the old semaphore type of signal as against the colour light,
that he recalled the tim e when the section from Marylebone to
Neasden wa.s being resignalled in connection with the Exhibition
in 1923. That section was originally intended for motor-worked
semaphore automatic signals, but severa l o[ them, owing to bad
sight when approaching the Marylebone tunnels , were found to
he so difficult to sec that colour light sil,'nals were eventually
decided upon and had given the great.est possible satisfaction
since . Day colour light signals ""'erehr.re anci.,vere hero to stay.

Major Morkill said it gave him grea t pleasure to second the
President's proposal. The paper was appreciate d by all the
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members and it was one which would live with them for somr.
considerable time.
The Author thanked the President and members present for
the kind way they had received the paper and for the manner in
which they had put forward their criticisms. It had given him
very great pleasure to write what he hoped had proved of interest.
Mr. A. Moss (in a written communication ) said that the
question of overlaps was by no means a simpl e problem and
he was somewhat in doubt as to the Author's intentions. On
pa;;e 76 it was stated " that where mechanical control is absent,
overlaps arc essential and should always be equa l to the emergency
braking distance ," but on page 77, in lhc penul timate paragraph,
similar overlaps were given as cqualllng full braking distance ,
the latter also applying to what was known as the full block
overlap system. Again, when applying overlaps to protective
colour light signals, 200 yards were suggested as a minimum.
Why have a minimum' If the B-S formula was effective at 300
yards should it not be similarly effective at 100 yards ? His
impression was that to have a fixed minimum was perpetuating,
in a lesser degree, the a.nomaly associated with the presen t 440
yards. \Vonld no t overlaps based upon the E.B.D. give the
rnaxim.urn security in all cases ? The calculating of overJa.ps
from the sighting point might be both mathematical ly and
theoretically correct. The difficulty appeared to be able to work
the driver in with the same degree of mathematical accuracy.
The proposal as to permissive marker lights seemed to fix
one 's attention upon the question of a given signal indication
l,cing capable of two interpretations, i.e., a calling-on signal with
section ahead occupied or operation of the one-minute rule. \Vas
it quite desirable to legalise the passing of a signal under the
one-minute-rule hy n1eans of a signal indication in preferr.nce to
an instruction forming part of the rules under which t he partirnlar
section \Vas being worked ?
Now that routing was incorporated in the proposed speed
signalling indication there could be very few legitimate objections
against the proposal. To the driver, having to learn a new set of
indications, one form shuul<l present no more difficulty to him
than any other. No doubt the Author had experimen ted with
three light junction sign als showing G/R/R/ and he would like
to ask whether it was possible for a driver to clearly sight the
green at, say, 800 yards or whether there was a tendency for the
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two reds to obliterate th e green. On diagram 4, appendix F,
the distan t routing shown on the middle example should, he
thought, be similar to the first example, in order tc carry out the
proposal of right-hand lamp lighting for left-hand ro u te.
He was particularly inter~sted in the problem o! terminal
working and the suggested use of a th ree-vertical-light speed
signal seemed to overcome most of the difftculties. One point,
however, appeared to arise and tha t was t hat il the first train
fully occupies the first ber th the R/YjR/ indication would be
received by an engine hac king on t o the train ; if, however, the
first train was sta nding with its rear wheels just on the second
berth side of the insu lating joint the backing engine would then
receive a calling-on indication. He was afraid that unclcr thos e
conditions the driver could hardly he expected t o appreciate the
necess ity for differentiation betw een the indications given to
him. The only solution for a condition of that sort was to fix a
si1,•1rnlat the end of the first berth and if that were provided it
wou ld he possible to give a correct indication at all tim es and under
all conditions.
He would like tu join in t he congratulations to the Author.
The paper was one which called for a very close st udy and, to th e
writer pe rsonally , the time spent in assimilating the vario us
proposals and trying out their applications for himself had been
well wort h the endeavour.
Mr. H. E, Cox (in a written commu nication ) said he considered that the Author had given tliem a most interesting and
instructiv e paper and one which provided food for consider able
st udy and thought.
lt might be of interest to refer to what had been done in India
and why. As long ago as 1920, t he Great In dian Peninsul a
Railway attempted to get permission t.o introduc e three-positi on
semaphore signalling----there was at that time nu que stion of
using light signals int o India. Tl1c proposals met wit h a chilly
reception from the then Government Inspector of Railwa ys, who
however passed them on to the Railwa y Board, who in t um sent
them to the Indian Railway Conferenc e Association for their
views. The consideration of the proposals took about two years
and, even although they were app ro ved by the !.RC.A., the y
were tumcd down by the Railway Board of tha t t ime on th e
grounds that the conditions obtaining in India wer e not suit able
for the general introduction of a new system of signallin g, which
10
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involved the adoption of a new colour and a special set of block
working rules, and that there were very great objections to its
introduction.
Forlunatcly, all those responsible for, or in any
way concerned ,vith, this adverse decision had reli.red fro1n India
by the time the new General Rules ,vcrc under consideration.
These were eventually published in IH29, and not only indnded
a section dealing with automatic signals, but allowed the use of
three-position semaphores and two- and three-indi cation colour
light signals.
In consequence of the ad.vc:rscdcdsion previously mentioncU,
the G.I.P. Railway dccidccl to use two-position l0wer qnadr a nt
semaphores , each automati c tn be of the home and distant type,
and estimates were prepared accordingly for the proposed Bombay
Harbour Branch insta llation.
In view of the success of light signals in the -United States and
England, it was decided to try ont some on the G.I.P . Railway,
but it was found that the sunliglit of India was m ttch more trying
to the daylight indication than was thr: sunlight of Europe, ,u1d
that the range of the signal was too much reduced for actual
service requirements.
Eventually, early in 1924, a third tr ial
was ma.do and was a cmnplete success. The signal was inspecte d
by Heads oJ Departments and the Government Inspector of
Railways and the proposal to use c.olour light signals on the
Harbour Branch inst allation instead of semaphores V\'as duly
approved and la.ter sanctione d by the lfailway Board.
Tlw Harbour Branch installati on of 9 miles of two-track
road ,rnd the later and similar Masji<l-Byculla installation of 2
n1ilcs on tl ie four-track n1ain li11c were in service and urn.lcr
construction rcspccti,cly by the time the 1929 General Rules
sanctioning three-position or three-in <lication signalling were
published. Therefore, except in a fr::\\' special cases, each automatic and semi-automatic light signal vla:-, uf t.hc hmne and
distant tyµe with two two-indica tion light units.
In later
installa tions on ut.hcr railway:, in ( ndia. three-in dication light
signals 1,ad been used and the G.I.P. wonldadopt.tlwmforfuture

work.

The practice in India was only to have m ar ke r lights on
automatic signals and these were small pur ple lights placed
below and generally out of line with the signal ligll\s. On the
G.I.P. Raihvay, "A" la.1nps were also used in those cases where
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semi-automatic signals might be temporarily working as automatic signals.
Mr. Cox was a member of the Sign al Engineers' Committee of
the I.RC.A. who, in 1924, made the first dra ft for the new rules
for the operation of automatic hlock signals now cmbodie<lin the
new General Rules of 1929. Although these draft rules subsequent ly passed through a number of parties before final adoption,
the revisions made were merely those of <letail and arrangement.
Mr. Cox had proposed the usual red mar ker, but the rest of the
Conunittee were ag ainst hirn and wanted to get ~l\vay from another
red ligh t . They thought that the marker should be a qui te
distinctive colour, Ev entually, purple was chosen in spite of
its low transmission value. He felt bound to say that, in actual
pr_actice on the G.I.P. Railway, the purple marker lights had
planned out very well. So lung as focus lamps were use d, a
reasonably good range was obtained in brigh t sunligh t, and the
fact that the marker had a much shorter range than the signal
lights tended, he thought, to make the <lriver slow up when the
signal was red over red and that was an a,lvantagc.
Furthe r
a.s the marker light was only of significance when th e signal
aspect ,,vas " stop ", the ,~·iring ,~.1as so arrangerl that it was only
illuminated whe n that aspect was displayed an<l this rnsulted
in ec:onmnies in bull>s and puwcr Cmlsurnptioil.
He did not like the Author's proposal of using marker lights
on all multiple-aspect signals. :\fr. Cox thoug ht it was necessary,
partic ulaxly in India, to make a v ery dear distin cti on between a
stop-and-proceed signal and a stop-and-stay signa l, so that there
was no chance of confusion in a driver's 1nincL
The practic e, wh ich he gathered was growing in Engla nd, of
merely sub~tituting colour light signals for semaphores and
rcta;injng the sarne aspects and systen1 of workiT1~ scr:rncd unfortunate, and he quite appreciated Uw confus ion which must
ultimately result. H e would strongly oppose an ything uf that
kind b eing <lone on the G.l.P. Railway.
'.ll1crc were tvlo overlaps recognised in the Indian General
Rules, one was the quarter-of-a-mile block overlap, as used in
England, an<l the other was an over-run overlap of 600-ft.. He
agre ed with the Au t hor t hat if a train was pro tcct cu at least hy
a cautionary and a ,,.stoµ " signal, bral~ing distance apart! no
over-run overlap was necessary. .Mr. Cox thought, howev er,
that he would not be likely t o get any operating ofiicer in India,.
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or Government Inspector of Railw,cys to agree to dispensing
altogether with the over-run overlap and reducing the possible
distance between two train, to about the thickness of a signal
post. They had to think of the vagaries of the Indian rlriver or
motorman.
On the Harbour Branch installation, there was at one time the
possibility of train stops being added lat.er, and therefore all the
overlaps were calculated to suit the actua l requirements of each
location, using the same methorls as the London Underground Co.
Consequently, they varied from about 400-ft. to about 700-ft.
Most of the overlaps on this installation were not separate track
circuits ; this arrangement having been adopte d to decre ase
the cost of the installation and reduce the nnmher of track circu its
and impedance bond layouts required. \Vhen traffic had become
dense enough, it was the intention to make all overlaps separ a.te
track circuits.
On the later Masjid-Byculla installation on the main line.
the overlaps were a lUtifonn leng th of 600-ft., merely as an
over-run protection and were all separate track circuits. It was
proposed to con tinue this arrangement in future work. He quite
a1;rced with the Author on the desirability of overlaps being
separate track circuits.
Mr. Cox did not agree with the recommendation not to use
colour light signals as subsidiary signals and dwarfs. The G.I.P.
·Railway had done so, following American practice, in all their
work and there had hr.en no opera t ing difficulty.
In fact, he
would do exactly the same thing in future work. Globe type
dwarf and shunt signals had been installed on one Indian Railway,
but he had a poor opinion of them. They had such a short range
in Indian sunlight aud there was too little difference between the
red and tlic yellow. The same dillicultics, short range and poor
visibility, applied also to banner signals. Taken on the whole,
therefore, he considered a small size colour light signal the best
proposition.
The Author very rightly stressed the importance ol keeping
the height of light signals down tu the level of the driver's eyes.
Mr. Cox knew of one or two Indian Railways, where they had been
fixed too high, possibly because the particular railways had always
favoured· very high se1naphorc signals. In one case, since the
installation was brought into service, the light units had been
lowered. On the G. T.P. Railway, except in the few cases where
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they had had to use gant r ies, a sing le unit signal and the lower
unit of a two-uni t was always fixed 10-ft. above rail level; that
height being approximately level with the motormen's eyes .
The upper unit was always fixed 5-fl. above the lower unit and
the marker light 2-ft. G-ins. below the lower unit.
Those who had looked at the 1929 Indian General Rules would
be aware that an isolated warner, i. e., distant signa l might now
he provided with a yellow ann am] light as an alternative to the
well-known Jndian practice of showing a fixed green light above
a red arm and light. The G. T.P. Railway had jus t prepared an
estimate for changing over th e isolated warner sii,'Ilals in the
suburban area to yellow arms and lights, as the saving due to
the removal of the fixed green ligh ts provided an ample financial
justifica t ion for the change. There was no intention, however,
of changing over those warners under home or starting sib'1
lals,
even although such a change was permitted under the Rules.
The red over yellow aspect was not only illogical and contradictory
in itself, hut was open to grave objection due to the different
systems of block working used in India.
1:ndcr " B " class
working, line-dear could be given when the line was clear up to
the home signal, which meant tha t a train standing, or shunting
being carried on, inside the home signal was protected by the
quarter-of-a-mile block overlap provided between t h e outer and
home si;,'Ilals. Under "A" class working, line-clear could only be
given when the line was clear up to the sia.rting signal. That
meant that tbc requisite collditions we.re very similar to those in
force in England . It woul d therefore be seen that if a red over
yellow aspect was provided at a " R " class station and the red
light failed, a driver might think he was approaching an "A"
class station, with the result that, if the line beyond t l,e home
signal was obstructed, there would bG great risk of a collision
occurring.
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